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From the Editor
Dear Reader,

and immensely complicated. Indeed, our European allies face pressures
from a resurgent Russia, are pressed to resolve the migrant crisis, and, after
BREXIT this past summer, face fresh doubts about the viability of the
European Project. In the Middle East, instability in Turkey, coupled with
continued turmoil in Syria and Iraq, require a measured evaluation of how
to best bring balance back to the region. In Asia, the growth of Chinese

after a brutal campaign season which has exposed deep divisions in the fabric
of our body politic, the next President also must evaluate how to best tackle
foreign challenges while addressing Americans’ frustrations at home. It is
keen insights into America’s changing role abroad, and which we hope to
touch on in this edition of the Wilson Journal.

challenges facing the next President through multiple lenses, both foreign

fall
into a variety of nuanced policy arenas, including an assessment of Turkey
and the EU, an analysis of recidivism among Guantanamo Bay detainees, a
critical glance at the multifaceted US-China-Taiwan triangle, an assessment of

topics surrounding challenges for the incoming administration, it is my hope
that they represent a collection of potential avenues for further study for the
academic community both here at the University of Virginia and beyond.
As much as the journal has changed over the years, its mission
remains unchanged: the Wilson Journal seeks to actively promote the
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discussion of foreign policy issues by harnessing the research expertise
available on grounds. We seek to bring together students, professors, alumni,
and others in an engaging conversation. While the journal stands mainly as
a repository for undergraduate scholarship in foreign affairs on Grounds, its
audience includes anyone who has a stake or interest in international relations.
The Wilson Journal would not be possible without the ongoing
support of the University community. I would like to recognize and thank
the International Relations Organization for its invaluable support. I must
also thank the faculty and staff of the College of Arts and Sciences, especially
those in the Politics and History departments, not only for their promotion
of the journal, but also for their dedication as mentors to the undergraduate
student body here at U.Va. Additionally, I wholeheartedly thank the members
of the editorial staff, who work tirelessly to make this journal possible, and the
senior editorial board, without whom this publication could not exist. Finally,
I want to express my utmost gratitude to you, the reader. Indeed, at the end of
the day, it is your commitment to intellectual curiosity and spirited academic
discourse that makes this journal possible and helps the leaders of tomorrow
envision and shape a safer, freer, and better world.
Sincerely,

Christopher J. Benos
Editor-in-Chief
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Turkey and the EU
Friends with (Conditional) Benefits
By Sean Rumage

ABSTRACT

T

he European Union has been on its heels since the onset of the
refugee crisis. Faced with a political climate that only cooled as warmer
weather brought more migrants, Europe has struggled to keep the door open
since day one. Now, a year into the crisis, nearly all of the European Union’s
policies can be described as reactionary, and certainly none deemed visionary;
the two deals forged with Turkey have made the situation worse. As the
conflict in Syria worsens, it is imperative the European Union changes course
before the situation on its shores degrades any further.
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“The days of irregular migra-

tion to Europe are over,” Donald
Tusk proudly declared after long
weeks of negotiations (Pitel and
Cendrowicz). Tusk, President of the
European Council, was announcing
the March 18th agreement between
the European Union and Turkey,
which aims to severely slow the flow
of migrants reaching the European
continent. Although the agreement
is a somewhat veiled political attempt to assuage citizens’ fears, publicly, the deal is heralded, by those
who created it, as a moral strategy
for instilling a sense of order to the
unending chaos that has thus far
characterized the refugee crisis (Collett). However, public perception of
the deal has not been too kind. The
agreement, widely viewed as an act
of desperation, has been criticized
by all sides for cutting both legal
and moral corners. Though shrouded
in good intentions, the recent Turkey-EU deal serves as a foundation
for an even greater humanitarian
disaster than the one it strives to prevent, as restrictive policies will steer
migrants away from the Aegean Sea
and towards even more dangerous
border crossings. As such, I will argue that by giving Turkey targeted
aid and political benefits in return for
real policy reform—both in theory
and in practice—Europe can morally

stem the flow of refugees in order to
better prepare itself for the influxes
still to come.
Europe has a long history of migration and even mass migration, but
the current refugee crisis is unique.
While the Syrian refugee crisis is
not the continent’s largest migration event—that title belongs to the
Second World War—it signifies the
mixing of individuals from a diverse
set of cultural, economic, social, and
political backgrounds on a scale that
has arguably never been seen before
(Finch). It is useful, therefore, to establish a common base of knowledge
regarding the crisis’ development
and current situation before moving
to examine my argument in more
detail. Although not every asylum
application that Europe receives is
from a Syrian refugee, a disproportionate number of them are, necessitating a brief discussion about the
war that has now dragged on for five
years and, despite a supposed ceasefire agreement between the United
States and Russia, has never looked
further from drawing to a close.
As part of the much-touted
Arab Spring, the Syrian Civil War
started when the government response to nationwide demonstrations
turned violent in mid-2011. In response, rebel groups formed to combat government forces in both rural
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and urban areas. This fighting quickly spiraled out of control. Myriad war
crimes on both sides of the conflict
fueled a massive humanitarian crisis
and left international actors without
a ‘good’ side to support ("Syria: The
Story of the Conflict"). This only
worsened as a void of governance
gave rise to a number of jihadist
groups, most notably the Islamic
State. Now, the country is filled
with groups of varying—and often
contradictory—alliances all jostling
for scarce resources, sparking a mass
exodus of Syrian nationals. Initially
housed in cities and refugee camps
in Turkey, Lebanon, and Jordan—
Iraq, Syria’s other neighbor, does not
offer much in terms of additional
security—the refugees stayed close
in hopes that a quick conclusion to
the fighting might allow them to
return home. However, as the conflict worsened and conditions in the
camps deteriorated, refugees turned
towards Europe.
Though Germany is now widely viewed as the leader of the European response to the refugee crisis, this
was not always the case. In fact, like
the rest of Europe, Germany originally resisted a leadership role during
the beginning of the crisis. But after
failing to construct an effective EUwide action plan, German Chancellor Angela Merkel emphasized Euro-
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pean nations’ moral imperative in the
situation and launched Willkommenskultur, a program roughly translated
to “a culture of welcome” ("Merkel's
Migrant Morality Play"). Her plan
to accept and resettle the 800,000
expected refugees propelled normal
citizens to act to accept refugees,
and the plan gained wild popularity
after the release of a dramatic photo
depicting the lifeless body of a threeyear-old Syrian boy washed ashore in
Bodrum, Turkey after a boat full of
refugees capsized in the Aegean Sea
(Smith). The momentum inspired by
the tragedy, which caused citizens to
tear down fences and re-open train
stations, soon reversed, however, and
the threat of border closures now
looms large in public debate. Part
of the issue is that the burden of the
crisis is not shared evenly, nor could
it be even if an EU-wide distribution
system was successfully implemented. Simply due to geography, nearly
every migrant passes through Greece
or Italy, so these countries have particularly struggled both financially
and socially as a result of the crisis.
To a lesser extent, the same can be
said for countries such as Austria and
Hungary which are on the well-worn
route from Greece to Germany, since
reaching the northern economic
powerhouse is many refugees’ goal.
These heightened political

tensions between members of the
EU fall roughly along the same line
which split the continent during the
recent Euro crisis. Andrew Moravcsik’s Europe After the Crisis: How to
Sustain a Common Currency provides
some insight into this geographical
dichotomy often used to characterize
Europe. Moravcsik posits that northern European citizens—Germans especially—view themselves as distinct
from “a unique southern European
culture of corruption and inefficiency” (Moravcsik). This perspective
has certainly been aided by reports
of refugees reaching Germany and
even Scandinavia without being officially processed, despite the fact
that the Common European Asylum
System makes it clear that migrants
are supposed to be registered with
the first EU country they enter ("Understanding Migration and Asylum
in the European Union"). Whereas
Moravcsik argues in the case of the
Euro that Germany needs to compromise more, when it comes to the
refugee situation, it can easily be argued the opposite. If, as Moravscsik
claims, balance within Europe “is not
just a pragmatic necessity,” but rather “a democratic imperative,” then
evening the distribution of refugees
would go a long way towards balancing individual countries’ responsibilities to the crisis (Moravcsik). The
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reality, however, is that not everyone
is Angela Merkel, and it takes a lot
more political capital to welcome refugees with open arms than it does to
put up a fence and spin some populist
rhetoric. This is especially true at a
time when fears of potential terrorist threats have made fringe political
groups actually relevant in public
discourse, with groups such as Pegida, a far-right German organization
that hosts loud—though not normally large— crowds, standing out as
one example. Regardless of whether
or not these fears are justified, they
exist. Therefore, any European plan
must be constructed within the constrained context they present.
Europe’s inability to handle
the refugee crisis is no doubt related
to its fractious political arena, but it
can also be boiled down to simple
logistical issues. Though all signs
pointed to a likely influx of refugees,
Europe did not act until they were
at—or already way past—its doorstep,
and the last year’s handling of the
crisis has been little more than a daily improvisation. Though Germany’s
open-door policy is admirable and
certainly in line with the oft-lauded moral compass of the European
Union, it was not paired with the
processing and transportation infrastructure needed to translate the call
to action into a resounding success.

Instead, the exponentially growing
flow of refugees overwhelmed the
lackluster registration and distribution systems in place; according to
a special report on the refugee crisis
by The Economist, “only one of [five]
processing and registration centers
[in Greece] is fully functional” and
“of the six in Italy, one is reportedly
working well” ("Forming an Orderly Queue"). Since only four percent
of displaced Syrians, a statistic that
includes millions of individuals displaced within Syria itself, have made
their way to Europe, the refugee crisis is far from over (Betts and Collier).
As the status quo prior to Turkey and
the European Union’s recent agreement was unsustainable, Europe was
left with two options: it had to either
close the door—at least partially—or
actively work to slow the flow of refugees funneling into the continent.
This paper will make the case that
the latter is the best choice for Europe, but not in the form of the most
recent agreement.
There is no external European relationship more important
to this crisis than a complicated
friendship with Turkey. In part, it is
complicated because the relationship
is not explicitly external; Turkey, a
full candidate for EU membership
since 1999, straddles the continental
line and prides itself on its culture, a
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unique mix of its Ottoman heritage
and European ‘modernity’ (Kylstad).
However, it is also complicated because, at least at the moment, Europe needs Turkey more than Turkey
needs Europe. Already host to more
than 2.7 million refugees, Turkey is
not too disappointed to see some of
them cross the border into Greece
("Forming an Orderly Queue").
However, it would be a mistake to
believe that Turkey does not also
stand to gain from deepened cooperation with Europe. Catering to 2.7
million refugees is not a simple task,
and the EU has financial resources,
which Turkey desperately needs, especially as it wages a war against the
PKK, a Kurdish terrorist organization seeking an autonomous Kurdish
state in the nation’s southeast. Both
countries took a step forward on
November 29th, 2015 by signing
an agreement which promises Turkey $3.2 billion in aid and visa-free
travel as soon as October 2016 in
exchange for a greater Turkish effort
to stem the flow of refugees heading
to Europe ("Europe Has a Deal with
Turkey, but Migrants Will Keep
Coming"). The effects of this were
muted, however, and Greece hardly
saw a decrease in the number of refugees landing on its shores. This paved
the way for the March agreement
between the two parties. This new

deal holds the same goal as its predecessor, but it sets out much more
defined guidelines by which it might
be achieved. More specifically, as of
March 20th, 2016, all new irregular
migrants crossing from Turkey to
any Greek island will be returned to
Turkey. In exchange for every Syrian
returned to Turkey, another Syrian
will be resettled within the EU, typically by plane. Since not all of the
migrants reaching the Greek islands
are Syrian, this is a positive net inflow of migrants for Turkey. Therefore, in order to sweeten the deal, the
EU has offered Turkey visa-free travel throughout the Schengen Area for
its citizens by the end of June 2016
and an expedited ascension process
into the EU. Finally, Turkey will also
“take any necessary measures to prevent new sea or land routes for irregular migration opening from Turkey
to the EU” ("EU-Turkey Agreement:
Questions and Answers"). In other
words, just in case the policy deterrent is not strong enough, Turkey
will intensify the patrolling of its
coastline with the aim of suffocating
smugglers’ routes across the Aegean.
Though lauded as a grand
success by its governmental backers,
the deal has been met with harsh
criticism by NGOs and human
rights organizations. The key to this
criticism lies in the definition of an
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irregular migrant, because there is
no universally accepted one ("Key
Migration Terms"). In order for this
mass return of migrants to be considered even semi-legal, the EU has
declared Turkey a “safe third country.” Legally, this allows all of these
migrants to be returned to Turkey on
the grounds that they were already
perfectly safe there, removing their
right to head farther north. This designation is very subjective, however,
since there is no official list of safe
countries, leading many watchdogs
to point to Turkey’s pitiful human
rights record as evidence that it is in
no way safe. Many claim that European countries are simply using the
designation to push the refugee crisis
away from Europe’s shores. They have
highlighted two aspects of the EU’s
own definition of a safe third country
that seem particularly troublesome
when applied to Turkey. First, migrants’ lives and freedoms cannot be
in danger on the basis of any demographic detail (race, religion, etc.),
and second, migrants must not face
inhuman or degrading treatment
or punishment within the country
("The Safe Country Concepts - Turkey"). In light of Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s recent authoritative crackdown on both the
media and civil society more broadly,
even the UN High Commissioner for

Refugees expressed concern over the
deal’s “blanket return” of individuals
without their “protection safeguards”
being explicitly outlined in international law (Pitel and Cendrowicz).
Though these concerns are
legitimate and worthy of exploration, my argument focuses less on
these first-order effects and more
on the future implications of this
deal. More specifically, there are
two forces now pushing migrants to
take other, more dangerous routes to
the European continent. First, the
migrants themselves evidently want
to be in Europe. f they had wanted
to stay in Turkey, they would have
done so. Instead, they decided to go
to a Greek island, implying that they
are willing to take risks in order to
secure a safer, more promising living
environment. This determination
is unlikely to wane within this new
legal framework, meaning they will
simply work around it to achieve their
goal. Accomplishing this requires
the second force at play—smugglers.
The Turkey-EU deal signifies the
end of a very large revenue stream
for smugglers, incentivizing them
to take on new ventures in other
areas. Elizabeth Collett, director of
the Migration Policy Institute Europe, agrees. “We are talking about
a multi-billion-dollar smuggling
business that is capable of adapting

to different circumstances,” she explains, so smugglers are very capable
of “[finding] other routes into the
heart of Europe” (Pitel and Cenrowicz). Taken together, it is clear that
both smugglers and migrants have an
interest in expanding to other routes,
making the eventuality all the more
likely.
The migratory routes which
migrants utilize in order to make it to
Europe are as diverse as the migrants
who take them. The two most common routes, however, are the Eastern
and Central Mediterranean crossings. The Eastern Mediterranean
route, typically marked by transport
from an outer Greek island, such as
Lesbos, across the Aegean Sea to the
European mainland, has seen its flow
of migrants increase sixteen-fold over
the past year. This massive influx
consists mainly of Syrians, but there
are a significant number of Iraqis and
Afghans as well. These migrants do
not tend to stop in Greece, either.
Frontex, the European Union’s border control agency, has tracked “the
number of detections of illegal border-crossing at the external borders
of the European Union” and believes
that the number of migrants taking
the Eastern Mediterranean route is
highly correlated with the number
entering the contiguous Schengen
zone through the Western Balkans
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("Migratory Routes Map"). In other
words, though migrants may enter
the European Union when they step
foot in Greece, that does not necessarily signal the end of their journey;
in fact, it often only marks the beginning.
The traditional Central Mediterranean route, on the other hand,
stretches from Libya to Italy and
Malta (Altai Consulting for IOM
MENA Regional Office). Unlike
the Eastern Mediterranean, the
Central Mediterranean has actually
seen a decrease in its use over the
past year. This trend was especially notable at the beginning of 2016,
with only 8,683 migrants using the
crossing during the first two months
of the year, nowhere near the pace of
2014 or 2015. The decrease is largely
attributed to both the shift of Syrians from the Central to the Eastern
route and the EU’s extra funding of
its Triton program, which actively
stops smugglers headed for Europe.
This route became infamous in the
summer of 2015 when thousands of
migrants died en route across the
Mediterranean, though it was still
overshadowed by the Eastern Mediterranean after it gained massive
media attention from the aforementioned photograph depicting the
body of a refugee toddler washed
ashore in Turkey ("Migratory Routes

Map"). Historically, however, far
more migrants have died on the Central route as opposed to the Eastern
one. This is supported by the fact that
refugees headed for Italy cross a far
greater expanse of water than their
counterparts headed to Greece. In
addition, the unsheltered portion of
the Mediterranean is choppier and
therefore more dangerous than the
Aegean, as evidenced by the comparative death tolls. Though the route’s
use has decreased recently, there are
still strong smuggling networks present in Libya, so there is definitely potential for rapid expansion as needed.
The Eastern Mediterranean is the
route that both Turkey and the EU
hope to decrease in popularity. They
claim that doing so is morally sound,
but as was demonstrated in a comparison with the dangers of the Central
Mediterranean route, the real motivation appears to be simple self-interest. By celebrating the deal as a humanitarian victory, both Turkey and
the EU are neglecting what is still to
come. The suffering migrants experience on a daily basis has not been
reduced, nor has the conflict causing
it; the deal only changes the number of migrants reaching European
shores. Yet somehow the EU still
celebrates this agreement as a significant step towards ending the refugee
crisis (Kanter). In doing so, the EU
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detracts from the very evident fact
that the number of migrants seeking
passage to Europe has not shrunk
and is in fact still growing. From this
treatment of the situation, it is easy to
ascertain that both parties only view
the refugee crisis’ depth in relation to
how the situation adversely impacts
them. This lends itself to the shortsightedness that this deal exhibits, as
it emphasizes the idea that the crisis
can somehow be solved by policies
only directly affecting the European
continent.
Taking all of these things
into consideration, it is clear that the
deal will push migrants away from
Turkey and towards North Africa.
As explained in The Guardian, “many
of the refugees will be sufficiently
desperate to submit themselves yet
again to the people smugglers, in the
hope that fresh routes in Europe can
be found” (The Guardian Editorial).
Since the Central Mediterranean
route is more deadly than the one
across the Aegean, this is an unequivocal moral negative. In fact, the
deal is even in direct conflict with a
recent initiative taken by the United
Nations Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) which strives to unite
relevant stakeholders “to reduce the
loss of life...experienced by the boat
people of today” (Newland). While
the EU claims that this deal falls di-
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rectly in line with this Global Initiative on Protection at Sea, that is only
true on the surface. The Turkey-EU
deal does indeed reduce the amount
of traffic and consequently the number of deaths on the Aegean, but this
extremely narrow perspective misses
the wider context within which the
agreement is operating.
So how can Europe slow the
flow of refugees in a morally sound
manner? The best path forward is
for Europe to work with Turkey,
through a combination of political
and economic leverage, to foster policies that improve the refugee experience in the country to the point that
it reduces the incentive for refugees
to head north. The value of this approach becomes clear when placed in
the context of Turkey’s response to
the crisis. The most pressing reform
that Turkey has made regards refugees’ right to work. Effective January
2016, the Turkish government passed
legislation so that “registered Syrian
refugees who have been in Turkey for
at least six months will be allowed
to apply [for a work permit] in the
province where they first registered”
(Murray). This change is widely applauded by refugees currently living
in Turkey, since many have family
members who embarked on the
dangerous journey to Europe to find
work and hope that others will not

have to do the same (Murray). Marko Valenta and Kristin Thorshaug
clearly explain the implications of
work restrictions in their article, Restrictions on Right to Work for Asylum
Seekers: The Case of the Scandinavian
Countries, Great Britain and the Netherlands. Most importantly, they find
that regulating, —or deregulating,
—a refugee’s “right to work [has] little
or no noticeable effect on its own on
variations in arrivals” (Valenta and
Thorshaug). In Turkey’s case, this
implies that Turkey’s recent decision
to extend work permits to some refugees should not directly result in
a larger refugee population, which
makes logical sense; the work permit
program is strictly confined to Syrian refugees, and it is hard to imagine
that the few Syrians remaining in
Syria will pack up and move, now
that the prospect of possible Turkish
employment exists six months in the
future. What it could do, however, is
incentivize refugees to stay, and despite what many Turkish citizens fear,
that is not a bad thing.
A majority of Turks’ commonly-held fears surrounding foreign
workers are successfully summarized
and refuted by Rudolf Winter-Ebmer
and Josef Zweimüller in their article,
Do Immigrants Displace Young Native
Workers: The Austrian Experience. Essentially, natives fear that an influx

of foreign workers will cause “detrimental labor market consequences”
and “displace natives on a one-toone basis” (327-40). Winter-Ebmer
and Zweimüller combat this perspective by explaining the general
spectrum of labor market structure.
At one extreme, immigrants take
jobs in industries that do not employ
natives and therefore result in no
displacement effect, and at the other
is the scenario of one-to-one displacement which the Turks so greatly
fear. Though no large-scale economy
perfectly exhibits either structure, a
majority of countries fall far closer to
the former than to the latter. Therefore, as the pair’s data demonstrates,
Turkish fears of losing their jobs to
immigrants, or in this case, to refugees, are largely overblown and only
legitimate in a few specific industries
(Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller).
Since, like most countries, Turkey finds itself in a situation in which
refugees can serve its labor needs in
certain industries, granting refugees
the right to work is in the country’s
best interest. In fact, the International Labor Organization (ILO)
recently suggested, “Syrians bring
skills that will fill gaps in the current
labor market” in Turkey, specifically
in “areas like agriculture and textile
production” (Williams). This means
that granting refugees work permits
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will transform them from a public
finance burden into a coffer-filling
asset. But even economic benefits
aside, better integrating refugees is
still in Turkey’s interest. The second
conclusion of Winter-Ebmer and
Zweimüller’s article is that the absence of the right to work can lead
to “increased marginalization and
increased involvement in illegal work
and criminal behavior” (Valenta and
Thorshaug). This implies that drawing refugees closer, not pushing them
further into isolation, best counteracts security concerns, a great fear of
Europeans and Turks alike. This falls
in line with other researchers’ belief
that incorporating refugees into a
community helps prevent feelings of
disenfranchisement, which has the
ability to drive individuals or groups
to enact change through alternative
means (Warner and Wenner). Therefore, for these reasons, it is clearly in
all parties’ interest for refugees to
have the right to work.
Turkey’s decision to grant
work permits to Syrian refugees is
a significant step forward, but it can
still go further, and Europe can instigate that improvement. Under the
current rules, the law only allows
Syrians to comprise up to ten percent of a company’s staff, and since
refugees can only apply for the permits in the province where they first
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registered, this creates a bottleneck
issue in the labor market (Gurses
and Ozkan). But more importantly,
there are a number of other ways that
Europe can better use its geopolitical
strength to accomplish its goals in an
efficient and moral manner. The recent deal with Turkey is a perfect example of how Europe did exactly the
opposite. The EU gave Turkey more
than 3 billion dollars in essentially
no-strings-attached aid in return
for slowing the flow of refugees to
Europe, an end that Turkey decided
justified the means; the aid resulted
in Turkey closing many parts of its
southern border, leaving thousands
of refugees trapped in northern Syria
(Caliskan, Barrington, and Pamuk).
Morally, this is not the least bit desirable, and it is a direct result of
Europe’s treatment of the deal as an
act of desperation, as opposed to part
of a more general strategy to combat
the crisis.
Instead of giving Turkey untargeted aid with a very broad goal
in mind, Europe needs to give its
southern neighbor conditional aid
and political promises with specific
purposes. Done correctly, this will
stem the flow of refugees by improving the refugee experience in Turkey,
not closing borders. While many
would point to poor conditions in
refugee camps as a logical first step

in this process, this suggestion overlooks the fact that only approximately
ten percent of Syrians actually live in
Turkish refugee camps while the remaining ninety percent live elsewhere
in the country (Gurses and Ozkan).
This disparity is important, but not in
the way one may expect. In terms of
education, those inside the camps are
actually much luckier, since eighty
percent of Syrian children in camps
have access to basic educational services, compared to twenty-seven percent of those who live in other parts
of Turkey (Dorman). This is a perfect example of an area that Europe
could target with conditional aid. As
education is the most efficient route
to cultural integration, improving
the educational system that Syrians
experience in Turkey would decrease
the likelihood that they head north
to Europe (Dorman). It also has the
potential to provide additional benefits for Turkey by both increasing
worker productivity and easing social
tensions. However, because the aid
Europe promised to Turkey in their
first deal was not specifically earmarked for any causes, it will likely
be used elsewhere, and possibly not
for anything associated with the refugee situation at all.
The entire plan outlined in
this paper is dependent on the EU’s
ability to come to a political con-

sensus. So far, the money the EU
promised Turkey in the first deal has
still not been dispersed because Italy
is blocking the funds in an attempt
to gain other favorable concessions
from the rest of the Union ("Troublemaker"). While on the surface this
may seem to undermine the credibility of this strategy, its merits must be
evaluated relative to the alternative,
and in this case, many European
governments find the alternative to
be much less tenable. The refugee
crisis is not about to disappear any
time soon, fueling the recent surge of
populist parties across the continent.
That makes selling an agreement that
places the main pressures of the crisis
on Turkey’s doorstep, as opposed to
Europe’s, a fairly easy task. Therefore,
accepting the inevitably that Europe
must do something, working with
Turkey in a specific, strategic manner
actually presents government leaders
with a fairly uncontroversial plan to
bring home to their constituents, exponentially increasing the odds of its
success.
This approach is in line with
the moral goals of the European
Union. Critics claim Europe has the
most resources at its disposal and is
the safest location for refugees, both
of which are indisputable facts, and
therefore Europe should be responsible for accommodating any refugees
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who head its way. Therefore, they reject this paper’s plan on the grounds
that it disregards Europe’s moral duty
to take in asylum-seekers. There are
three reasons why this is not the case.
First, the targeted policies described
in this paper would improve conditions for refugees in Turkey, making
them marginally better off. It would
also work to reverse Turkey’s detrimental partial closing of the border,
another moral positive. Second, the
recent deal pushes Europe-bound
migrants to take the Central Mediterranean crossing, one that results
in an intolerable number of deaths
("Europe Has a Deal with Turkey,
but Migrans Will Keep Coming").
Decreasing the frequency of these
crossings is a desirable objective, and
expanding dialogue with Turkey
would likely lead to the institution
of infrastructure for safer passage
across the Aegean in the future. Finally, there is a constantly shrinking
pool of resources for an ever-growing
number of refugees in Europe. This
translates to fewer, and worse, services, diminishing the marginal experience of each additional refugee.
Combined with the aforementioned
improvements in the refugee experience in Turkey, this plan shrinks
the disparity between Europe and
Turkey—not to parity, but not by
an inconsequential amount either.
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Reducing the immediate flow of refugees flooding into Europe enables
the continent to better prepare itself
for more in the future.
As I have demonstrated in this
paper, the most recent Turkey-EU
agreement ushers in an era of heightened humanitarian risks in the Mediterranean region. Though the Aegean Sea presents a great safety hazard
and is indeed dangerous, the Central
Mediterranean route is a far greater
beast. Now, a month after implementation, the EU points to the miniscule number of migrants attempting
the crossing to Greece as evidence of
the deal’s success, but this is misleading ("Migratory Routes Map"). As
was argued, it is only a matter of time
before smugglers and migrants head
west and begin expanding operations
out of Libya, greatly increasing the
volume of traffic across the middle
of the Mediterranean, its most dangerous crossing. The Turkey-EU deal
may have successfully soothed some
European nations’ domestic concerns, but it is clear that it has paved
the way for a greater humanitarian
disaster in its wake.
Working with Turkey in a
pointed manner provides the continent with a realistic and holistic
strategy moving into the future. By
targeting specific needs of refugees
with conditional aid, Europe is able

to morally stem the flow of refugees
heading its direction. This provides
the EU a chance to rebuild or, in
many cases, construct for the first
time the processing and redistribution infrastructure needed to properly deal with the crisis. The approach
is not perfect, but, as demonstrated,
it is a politically and morally positive
step that Europe can take in its current situation. With the Syrian conflict far from its conclusion, the world
has only seen the beginning of the
refugee crisis. Europe must tackle
the issue with a cohesive, long-term
strategy if it hopes to survive it.
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Who Will Attack Again?
A Quantitative Analysis of Variables in
Recidivism Among Guantanamo Bay
Detainees
By Erica Jensen
ABSTRACT

Recidivism after individuals are released from detention facilities

is a continual concern when considering prison policy reform. Due to the
political significance of counterterrorism policy , however, the incidence of
recidivism among individuals released from Guantanamo Bay requires further
examination. This paper examines the factors that could be used to predict
the likelihood of recidivism among the detainees held at the base, and how
the knowledge gained from these factors can be applied to counterterrorism
policy. The variables examined in this analysis include years between the
detainee’s release and reported recidivism, the administration who released
the detainee, the detainee’s risk status as decided by the Joint Task Force,
the detainee’s region of origin, and whether or not the detainee was tortured
during his time at Guantanamo. The results suggest that there is a negative
correlation between recidivism and Obama releases when controlled for time,
and a positive correlation between years since release and recidivism. Perhaps
most interestingly, the results suggest a positive correlation between torture
and recidivism.
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INTRODUCTION
Since Guantanamo Bay
became a detention center for
suspected terrorists in 2002, it has
been clouded in controversy. When
President Obama took office in
2012, he vowed to close the base
before the end of his time in office.
Though this has not yet come
to fruition, many prisoners have
been released. Both the Bush and
Obama administrations have made
substantial strides in decreasing
the quantity of prisoners held at
Guantanamo by releasing significant
numbers of detainees. Due to fears
of recidivism, however, there has
been substantial debate throughout
the media regarding the release of
detainees from Guantanamo. This
debate focuses on the questions of
whether or not prisoners should
be released and whether or not the
base at Guantanamo should be
closed. One concern regarding the
implications of closing Guantanamo
is that it could result in the release of
hundreds of potentially dangerous
terrorists. This debate regarding
whether or not Guantanamo should
be closed has been referred to as
the “heart and soul” of the Obama
administration (Klaidman 2012).
The arguments have been overly
dramatized on both sides of the
aisle. One of the aims of this paper is
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to offer a non-partisan examination
of the fears and assurances of both
parties. This paper will look at the
recidivism rates of released detainees
and various factors that may predict
whether or not a detainee is likely to
return to the fight against the United
States. Additionally, this paper
will examine the rates for both the
Obama and Bush administrations’
releases.
There are many anecdotal
stories of recidivism, but one in
particular deserves attention; a
prominent mistaken release is the
case of Mohammed Mizouz, a
detainee from Morocco (New York
Times). Mizouz was affiliated with
multiple terrorist groups, including
Al-Qaeda and had participated at
a training camp in Afghanistan;
he was considered a medium-risk
detainee and was released in 2004
(New York Times). Soon after his
release, he was accused of recidivism.
His crimes included conducting
heavy recruitment for Al-Qaeda and
creating a new terror group in Syria
(New America Foundation 2014).
Mizouz has come out publicly
describing the torture he was
subject to while in the United States’
custody (Worthington). His story
is particularly alarming because it
combines the factors of a higher risk
status, torture, and involvement in a

region more vulnerable to terrorism
with recidivism. Unfortunately,
there are numerous cases like
this that ultimately lead former
detainees to return to terrorism. This
paper focuses on these factors to
determine if there is a way to predict
the likelihood of recidivism before it
happens. This analysis will provide
information for policy decisions that
can be made about the monitoring
and release of detainees.
At the heart of the release of
controversial detainees is a political
battle between the Bush and Obama
administrations. Both had different
motives and policies when they
released detainees, which may have
led to a difference in both the type
of detainees they chose to release
and in who among those released
returned to terrorism. Guatanamo
Bay was originally opened by the
Bush administration as a prison for
terrorists following the 9/11 attacks
during which time, detainees were
infamously subjected to torture. The
Bush administration sought to detain
everyone suspected of terrorism for
an indeterminate amount of time
on the grounds of national security,
even though this was ultimately
ruled illegal (Boumediene v. Bush
2007). The Bush administration
saw the fight against Al-Qaeda as
a war in the traditional sense, so
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they attempted to treat detainees
like “enemy combatants” with fewer
rights (Waxman 2009, 3). In terms
of release, the Bush administration
focused
on
“incapacitation,
deterrence, disruption and in
formation-gathering,” as reasons for
detention; only after these criteria
had been seemingly fulfilled would
they allow a release (Waxman 2009,
23). The Obama administration
tended to have different motivations
and policies in their release of
detainees. President Obama vowed
to close down Guantanamo and to
treat terrorists in the same manner
as criminals, meaning that they were
to be tried and were to receive a fair
sentence (Klaidman 2012, 20). This
was seen as a “rededication to a rule of
law” that would result in the release
or transfer of more prisoners to legal
prisons (Klaidman 2012, 26). Due
to regional instabilities as well as the
supposed responsibility of handling
the cases of “the worst of the worst,”
the transfer process was complex
for the Obama administration
(Klaidman 2012, 98). Despite
this, the Obama administration
released or transferred all but 98
of the remaining detainees (New
York Times). This analysis is not
intended to be an ethical indictment
of the Bush administration, as the
Obama administration has also

engaged in ethically questionable
counterterrorism
policies,
particularly in regard to antiterrorist drone warfare (Klaidman
2012, 119). Both administrations
faced difficulties in the War on
Terror that resulted in the release
of detainees whose actions were
ultimately unsafe to the United
States and its allies. Setting aside
the question of whether torture
is ever ethically permissible, this
paper will examine the possibility
that the ‘War on Terror’ strategically
backfires by resulting in increasing
recidivism. This analysis should
produce a clearer understanding
of how counterterrorism policies,
like those employed by the Bush
and Obama administrations, have
widespread effects.
LITERATURE AND
CONTRIBUTION
This paper will investigate
the recidivism rates of Guantanamo
Bay detainees, specifically, the
recidivism rates for the detainees
released by both the Bush and
Obama administrations. In doing
this, information will be provided
to allow for a greater understanding
of the considerations that should be
afforded to policy choices regarding
the treatment of detainees. Finally,
in order to better explain why certain
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policies worked and others failed,
the effect of detainee treatment
on recidivism will be examined.
This paper will further examine
the torture policies instigated by
the Bush administration, and how
these policies impacted detainees’
likelihood to return to terrorist
involvement. This question is
important because there has
been little analysis specific to
prisoner treatment and recidivism
in Guantanamo. This research is
further important as it will update
recidivism rates that have not been
updated in recent years.
There have been a few
patterns regarding the general
recidivism rate of Guantanamo
detainees. Government sources tend
to estimate a high recidivism rate,
while some liberal sources argue this
rate is overestimated. By contrast,
conservative sources tend to agree
with government reporting, but
anticipate a rise as the years go on.
Government reports have released
varied recidivism rates over the
course of the last five years. The
House Armed Services Committee
calculated that in 2011, 27% of
detainees who were confirmed or
highly suspected terrorists returned
to terrorist activities. The executive
branch Office of the Director of
National Intelligence reported in

2015 that the rate has risen to 30% of
detainees returning or are suspected
of having returned (United States
2012, 1-2). This suggests that the
general recidivism rate is somewhat
stable around 30%. Additionally, the
report shows a disparity between
the recidivism rate of 20.9% among
the detainees who were released
before 2009, when Bush was in
office, and the recidivism rate of
4.9% for detainees released during
Obama’s term (United States 2012,
1). This data has been used as a
source of victory in liberal media.
There have been arguments that
this clearly shows that Obama has
a superior review process and that
Guantanamo should be closed
(Fenton 2015). These arguments,
however, do not control for time –
it seems that recidivism naturally
increases as time goes on based
upon the various government
reports. In addition, there is a lack
of scholarly work that directly
compares the two administrations
while controlling for time. Despite
this, however, various liberal sources
disagree with the reporting methods
that have been used in government
reports, and worry about systematic
overestimation. Denbeaux, Taylor
et al. argue against the inclusion
of “suspected” recidivists in
government statistics because it is
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likely that they have not actually
engaged in terrorist activity (2013,
iii). They argue that the inclusion of
“suspected” recidivists is deceitful to
the American public and suggests
that former detainees are incapable
of disengaging from terrorism
(2013, iv). The main issue with this
type of disregard seems to come
from the nature of the data. Since
much of the information about
detainees is classified, it is natural
to criticize its validity, but this does
not seem to be grounds enough to
disregard the data immediately. In
addition, it is illogical to assume
that the Obama administration or
the Democrat controlled House of
Representatives in 2011 would favor
claiming a high rate of recidivism
falsely, as this would hurt Obama’s
attempts to close Guantanamo. On
the other hand, more conservative
groups have accepted the recidivism
rates released by the government
as they are, but predict that the
rates will rise in coming years. The
Heritage Foundation commends
the recidivism rate numbers as
accurate, but argues that Obama’s
recidivism rate is only lower than
Bush’s because of time. They argue
that recidivism is ever increasing
(Stimson 2015).This is likely a means
of explaining away any potential
faults of the Bush administration.

These three patterns seem to lean
more towards a consistency within
the government reporting despite
more liberal sources arguing against
the reported rates of recidivism.
In determining the impact
of various factors on recidivism
rates of former Guantanamo Bay
detainees, it is necessary to examine
patterns
surrounding
general
recidivism rates. There are two sides
to this: general criminal recidivism
and terrorist recidivism. The
literature has two facets within these
subcategories: the recidivism rates
themselves and the reasons behind
recidivism. Firstly, literature on the
rates of both general criminality
and terrorism before moving onto
theories behind recidivism and its
causes will be addressed. Many
studies have examined general
criminal recidivism rates, but they
tend to be specifically sorted by types
of crime or by country. One study
attempted to calculate a worldwide
criminal recidivism rate, but ran
into problems with reporting.
Based on research, Fazel and Wolf
estimate recidivism being anywhere
between 13% and 77% depending
on time. Though the results are
not considered statistically valid,
most rates hover around the 30%
rate (2015). This rough estimation
is nearly equivalent to the U.S.
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government’s rates for Guantanamo
detainees. This suggests that it
may be possible to generalize
trends between broader criminal
recidivism and terrorist recidivism.
In terms of terrorist recidivism
rates, the literature is as inconclusive
as the general criminal literature.
Due to the classified nature of the
majority of the data on terrorists,
certain studies are inherently at
a disadvantage. Pluchinsky used
anecdotal evidence to suggest that
there is a trend towards terrorist
recidivism based on many notable
examples (2008, 184). This evidence
is necessarily anecdotal and does
offer clear examples, but may
not offer enough data to draw
conclusions regarding the general
terrorist recidivism rate. Since the
literature is sparse on this topic,
this anecdotal estimate of a very
high recidivism rate is all that exists
to inform this study on detainees
in Guantanamo. Pluchinsky does
point out that terrorists who return
to terrorism have typically not been
rehabilitated into greater society,
which should provide support for
policies that aim to include detainees
in rehabilitation programs (2008,
186). If Pluchinsky’s anecdotal
estimation is correct, it follows that
the recidivism rate at Guantanamo
should be higher because the

detention center never made
attempts at rehabilitation. The point
about rehabilitation must be taken
seriously in comparison to recidivism
rates in other countries. For example,
literature about countries that focus
on rehabilitation rather than just
detention reports low recidivism
rates. In Saudi Arabia, attempts
towards rehabilitation of terrorists
have emerged in the form of art
therapy. This program resulted in a
13.83% recidivism rate instead of
the standard 30% (Alyami 2015, 8).
The presence of some rehabilitation
programs in this case shows an
improvement, which again suggests
along the lines of Pluchinsky that
the Guantanamo recidivism rates
should be higher.
The question of why some
recidivism rates are higher than
others leads into a discussion of the
theories behind recidivism. There
are many different perspectives
regarding what motivates criminals
or terrorists to return to committing
crimes. It is important to understand
why 70% of Guantanamo detainees
did not return to their crimes while
30% did. In Fahey’s statistical
analysis of Guantanamo detainees,
she found that both high-risk
and low-risk detainees were just
as likely to return to terrorism
after their release (2013, 464). As
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she suggests, this means that the
estimated threat posed by detainees
does not have an effect on whether
or not the detainees return to their
terrorist cells. Fahey also found that
“neither age, conscript status, nor
[country of origin]” played a role
in predicting recidivism (Fahey
2013, 464). Since these factors
are unchangeable parts of each
individual, it seems that recidivism
may be a preventable problem.
Fahey’s section on recidivism only
found that recidivism increased as
time went on, which, as she points
out, is a “truism” (Fahey 2013, 464).
In terms of regional
recidivism, there has been a
significant amount of literature that
has shown that majority-Muslim
nations produce more Islamic
terrorism than Muslim-minority
countries. Statistical analyses have
shown that there are more terrorist
attacks in the “Middle East and
Asia,” regions with larger Muslim
populations (Conrad and Milton
2013, 319). This is not to suggest
that Muslims are more predisposed
to be terrorists, but instead to say
that Muslim countries are more
susceptible to Islamic terrorism, the
new wave of terrorism. The Muslim
population has often been used as a
control variable that still results in
high amounts of terrorism in these

regions (Conrad and Milton 2013,
317). Both of these theories suggest
that there is some kind of regional
connection to terrorism. Because of
this, it is likely that detainees who
are from Muslim-majority regions
would be more susceptible to
recidivism due to the higher relative
amount of terrorism occurring
within the countries’ borders.
There are many other
theories of recidivism that are either
poorly supported empirically or are
outdated (Bouffard and Piquero
2008, 227). Defiance theory,
however, seems particularly salient
for terrorists and especially the
conditions of Guantanamo. This
theory argues that a criminal will
return to their behavior upon release
if they perceive their imprisonment
as unjust or “stigmatizing.” Defiance
theory holds that in order for this to
be the case, the criminal must not
have large ties with society at large
and that they must not feel ashamed
because of their imprisonment
(Bouffard and Piquero 2008, 228).
This theory is facially fitting to the
case of Guantanamo detainees,
as they were likely to perceive the
torture and other terrible conditions
at Guantanamo as unfair. Bouffard
and Piquero found that criminals
who had loose ties with society,
found their punishments unfair,
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and were shamed by their treatment
were the criminals most likely to
repeat their crimes (2008, 237). This
further suggests that Guantanamo
detainees who received harsh
treatment, especially treatment
disrespectful to their Muslim faith,
might be more likely to return to
terrorism. In the same vein, more
studies about prisoner treatment
and recidivism have emerged in
recent years. Multiple studies
have shown that prisoners who
go through solitary confinement
are more likely to return to crime
than those who do not receive
this type of punishment (Gordon
2014, 498). Gordon suggests that
this is partially due to their lack of
access to rehabilitative services and
social ties, but it is also possible
that it could be a result of defiance
theory (Gordon 2014, 517-519).
Thus, it seems that Guantanamo
detainees are more likely to return
to terrorism if they received unfair
treatment,
specifically
torture
and solitary confinement. Studies
surrounding defiance theory have
been specifically focused on the
perceptions of offenders about
the ethical choices of authority
figures (Augustyn and Ward 2015,
471). This relates to the detainees’
perception of their captors,
interrogators, and, on a large scale,

the American public. Another
study based on defiance theory
and attitude found that attitudes
are a key part of recidivism (Mills,
Kroner and Hemmati 2004, 718).
Mills, Kroner and Hemmati found
that when criminals had negative
attitudes about police and judges
but positive attitudes about criminal
behavior, specifically violence, they
were more likely to return to crime
after their released (2014, 728).
This risk of recidivism increases if
the criminal was close with other
criminals (2004, 728). Since terrorist
groups often operate in cells or as
social units, it is likely that terrorists
would return to their illegal behavior
after their release from a detention
facility. The attitudes of terrorists to
begin with must be anti-American
if they are attacking the United
States, so it is likely that Mills,
Kroner and Hemmati’s work can be
applied to Guantanamo. All these
different perspectives on defiance
theory suggest that there is merit to
considering it for Guantanamo.
Another theory behind
recidivism that could apply to
the case of detainees released
from Guantanamo is investment
theory. Though it has yet to be
empirically supported, investment
theory considers the motivations
that lead terrorists to choose to
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leave their organizations (Altier,
Thoroughgood and Horgan 2014,
647). Altier, Thoroughgood and
Horgan suggest that there are pushand-pull factors that encourage
terrorists to leave their group as a
social entity and a means to re-enter
mainstream society (2014, 648). This
suggests that certain individuals see
more benefit to joining society and
more negatives to remaining in the
group over time. Though this is the
opposite of recidivism, it may offer
insight into what makes people
stay committed to a certain course
of action. Despite potential merits
to investment theory, it still seems
that defiance theory coupled with
mistreatment is the most applicable
to Guantanamo.
Though there has been
significant analysis and many
previous studies about recidivism,
there are gaps in the literature. First,
there is not a recent study pertaining
specifically to the recidivism rates
of released Guantanamo detainees.
This paper will build off of Fahey’s
statistical analysis in that way.
Additionally, further research is
needed to apply defiance theory
specifically to Guantanamo. Adding
a statistical variable for prisoner
treatment can do this. The inclusion
of this variable could help clarify
Fahey’s research, which primarily

examines detainee risk status.
Finally, further research about which
president released those detainees
whom returned to terrorism would
be useful, as most significant research
on this has thus far been conducted
by government agencies. This could
be executed by adding a statistical
variable for the year released having
it coded for Bush or Obama, and
then controlled for time. However,
this is a more complicated statistical
procedure overall.
This paper will contribute
to the literature in a way that
expands upon and continues the
work of previous studies. As noted
above, the major questions current
literature leaves unanswered are
whether prisoner treatment affects
recidivism rates of Guantanamo
detainees, whether Bush or
Obama’s policies have offered
better guidance for choosing who
to release, and finally, how the
recidivism rates have changed
since Fahey’s comprehensive study.
The recidivism data for this study
is from 2014, which is a one-year
update from Fahey. All three of
these questions will be addressed in
a replication of Fahey’s study while
adding the additional variables for
prisoner treatment and release date.
Consideration of the correlation
between torture and prisoner
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treatment and recidivism will
open up more discussion about the
practical applications of deterrence
and defiance theory.
DATA AND VARIABLES
In order to examine
recidivism, I examined five variables.
First, in order to examine recidivism
on the whole, recidivism data from
open source media will be used. This
comes from the appendix of one
of the New America Foundation’s
reports on Guantanamo recidivism
from 2014. The report includes
the names of the recidivists, their
new crimes, and the date of their
recapture or known attack date
if possible. NAF obtained this
recidivism through open source
media spanning a range of sources,
from news reports to Interpol
warrants. However, this means that
the classified recidivism data that
makes up the previously mentioned
30% is not fully accessible. The next
variable is the detainee’s region of
origin. Since there are 57 different
countries represented, they need to
be consolidated (New York Times).
The regions are as follows: the West
(which includes European countries
and North America), Middle East,
North Africa, Central Asia (which
includes Russian detainees as all are
from Chechnya), Southeast Asia,

and Africa. This aforementioned
information comes from the New
York Times and NPR detainee
database. This database includes
much of the data utilized in this
study as it lists the detainee’s name,
release date, citizenship countries,
and the Joint Task Force documents
on each detainee.
The next variable to consider
is detainee risk status. This is a
designation given by the Joint Task
Force that evaluates the threat level
posed by a detainee to the “United
States or its allies” (New York
Times). Each detainee is ranked
as low-risk (or no risk), mediumrisk or high-risk. There are some
detainees, however, who could not
be appropriately categorized and
were given a “medium-to-high” risk
status. The next variable is years since
release before reported recidivism.
This factor is analyzed from two
sources: the NYT database and the
NAF dataset. This is because the
years since release must be adjusted
for recidivists. For example, if a
detainee is released in 2004 and
then commits a suicide bombing in
2005, they would be considered as
released for one year. This variable is
being used to analyze the correlation
between time since release and
recidivism. The next variable being
analyzed is the administration
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that released the detainee. This is
being used to analyze the efficacy
of each administration’s release
policies in terms of global security.
The final variable being analyzed
is the presence of torture during
a detainee’s detention. This data
come from WikiLeaks’ reports on
released detainees. This source is
unfortunately not yet fully complete,
so not every prisoner’s account is
detailed.
In most cases recidivism will
operate as the dependent variable
in comparison to the other factors.
The hypotheses for this study are as
follows:
(a)
The recidivism rate will be
lower than the official 30% due to
the lack of classified data included
in this analysis.
(b)
Detainees from regions that
have high Islamic populations: the
Middle East, North Africa and
Central Asia will have statistically
higher recidivism rates than other
regions due to susceptibility to fall
back into radicalism. This is likely
because there is a greater access
to radical Islam, training and
organizations in these regions.
(c)
Detainees considered to
have higher risk statuses will be
more likely to become recidivists.
This is due to the fact that these
detainees exhibited behaviors that

suggested they would attack again
more so than other detainees.
(d)
Detainees from the Obama
administration will be more likely
to be recidivists because there was
a greater focus on releasing a high
quantity of detainees during this
administration than on prioritizing
national
security
in
release
considerations.
(e)
Detainees
who
were
tortured or mistreated during their
time at Guantanamo are more likely
to be recidivists. The literature on
mistreatment in prisons shows a
connection between mistreatment
and recidivism due to different
psychological factors. It follows that
this would generalize to terrorist
prisons as well.
METHODS
This
paper
will
use
quantitative data analysis to
examine each of the previously
stated hypotheses. First, data
collection
occurred
through
collecting the aforementioned data
from the New York Times database,
the New America Foundation and
WikiLeaks. For the purposes of this
study I will consider both confirmed
and suspected recidivists from
the NAF appendix as recidivists.
Though this may result in some
overestimation, suspected terrorists
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must pass a threshold in order to
make the list, meaning there is some
support that suggests they should be
included. The creation of this more
comprehensive database allows for
deeper data analysis. For hypotheses
B, C, D and E, logistic regression will
be used. This process compares the
general detainee population against
the recidivist population. This
test is the best choice because the
literature suggests that recidivism is,
unfortunately, a common occurrence
and this will avoid getting results
that are skewed by recidivism just
occurring. By isolating the two
populations variable by variable,
theoretically there should be a
greater degree of confidence in the
significance of the data. Hypothesis
A will be tested through a raw
percentage calculation. Finally, I
will use a t-test to better understand
how years since release effects
recidivism. For hypothesis D, the
Bush administration is likely to have
more recidivists solely because they
have had more time to return to
crime. In order to prevent this from
skewing the results, a multivariate
logistic regression will be run using
administration and time without
recidivism will be used to avoid the
time confounding administration.
Additionally, any test involving
years since release will be run

with two models: model 1 is the
unadjusted number of years since
a detainee was released; model 2 is
adjusted for recidivism, meaning
that a detainee who was released
in 2004 but committed an act of
terrorism in 2008 will be coded as
“4” instead of “12.” The two models
will be analyzed separately for all
hypotheses involving time. Finally,
hypothesis E proves difficult to code,
as there are no reports of a detainee
explicitly not being tortured. No
report of torture will be coded as “0,”
while a confirmation of torture will
be coded as “1.”
RESULTS
The results of the statistical
analyses follow. For full summary
tables refer to Tables 1-3 on pages
25-26. In terms of hypothesis A, the
recidivism rate from open source
media is 8.09%, which supports
hypothesis A. Hypotheses B and
C are not statistically significant.
This means that neither region of
origin nor risk level assigned by the
Joint Task Force were statistically
significant, and that both hypotheses
are inconclusive. The average time
for recidivism is 3.7 years, and there
is a positive correlation between
time and recidivism as well as a
negative correlation, meaning that as
time goes on, recidivism rates both
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increase and decrease depending
on how the number of years is
examined. The unadjusted number
of years since release resulted in a
slight positive correlation whereas
the adjusted numbers that take
recidivism into account show a
moderate negative correlation.
Hypothesis D proved more
difficult to test based on the issue
of confounding the administration
variable with time. As previously
stated, two models were used: one
for adjusted years since release and
reported recidivism and the second
using the raw number of years
since release without the inclusion
of any recidivism data.
Both
models showed that the Obama
administration
was
negatively
correlated with recidivism, which
was statistically significant in both
models. The unadjusted model
resulted in a regression coefficient
of -0.139, while the adjusted model
resulted in a regression coefficient of
-0.755. These were significant at the
95% confidence interval. However,
the unadjusted model showed no
statistical correlation with years,
while the adjusted model showed a
very small, negative correlation with
years. This suggests more questions
regarding the correlation between
recidivism and time, which will be
addressed fully in the Discussion

section. Hypothesis E was shown
to be statistically significant. The
results of two different tests (a linear
and logistic regression), show that
there is a clear connection between
torture and recidivism. The tests
resulted in a regression coefficient of
0.085, which was significant at the
99% confidence interval.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study
make indications about the status
of classified data and about future
predictions of recidivism. First, the
recidivism rate was substantially
lower than the officially reported
30%, coming in at 8.08%. This is
unsurprising, as it is close to Fahey’s
findings from data in 2013 (Fahey
2013, 460). This recidivism rate does
suggest that there is something afoot
in terms of the official numbers.
There are two possibilities: first
that the 30% number is accurate,
but a large number of detainees’
attacks remain classified even from
the international data accessible
to the NAF, or that the numbers
are being systematically inflated
as was suggested by Denbeaux et.
Al (2013, iv). As previously stated
in the Literature section of this
paper, however, it seems relatively
unlikely that the numbers are being
inflated. This is because the 30%
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number comes from an executive
agency under President Obama.
Since closing Guantanamo has
been a lynchpin in his policy, it
would be illogical to release reports
that contradict this policy with bad
numbers. Thus, it seems that the
vast majority of former detainees’
crimes are classified. Overall, this
affects the statistical significance of
prediction because the sample of
recidivists is very small, 55 out of
680 total detainees. It is likely that
in the coming years this information
may be declassified, which would
enable further study. Although the
data is classified under the guise of
national security, it does seem that
more data should be available in
the 14 years since Guantanamo was
opened, especially for those on the
“confirmed” terrorist list. The author
would urge for greater transparency
in an attempt to allow more research
pertaining to methods for predicting
recidivism likelihood.
The results for the tests for
hypotheses B and C proved to be
inconclusive and not statistically
significant. This suggests that
there is not a real connection or
predictability between the risk
status of detainees or the regions
they come from. Though this is
unsurprising as it matches Fahey’s
results, (2013, 460) it does suggest

a problem in particular with the
risk status. The Joint Task Force
assigned each detainee a risk status
based on protocols and policies that
were supposed to predict whether or
not a detainee would attack again.
Because of this, it would make
sense for the risk status to predict
recidivism, but since it does not the
JTF made flawed risk assessments.
These flawed decisions may have led
to elongated detention for detainees
who had no intentions of returning
to terrorism, while also releasing
dangerous detainees. To illustrate
this, nearly 30% of recidivists
were given a risk status of low/no
meaning the JTF was nearly sure
that they would not attack again.
Had this system been effective,
these detainees would have been
listed under a higher risk status.
This suggests a need to reevaluate
such systems for future detainment.
It is possible that initial risk status
designations were superseded in
later review processes, forcing every
detainee to reach a lower risk level.
However, it seems that there may
have been miscommunications
about how to designate risk status
and how to understand detainees in
other terrorist detention centers that
may have expanded to Guantanamo
(Fair 2016). In terms of region, the
results suggest that there is not a
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connection between large regions
of the world and recidivism. It may
be that more specific regional data,
such as population distribution
of Muslims would offer more
significance. Such testing should be
studied further in future studies.
The results of time and
recidivism are oddly complex for
what seemed to be a simple t-test.
The average years for recidivism was
3.699, which was lower than the
anticipated 5, which can be used
as a key to interpret these results.
When the numbers are unadjusted,
recidivism goes up with time. As
time goes on, it seems plausible
that recidivism would go up as well,
because people would have further
opportunities to return to terrorism.
However, the startling result came
in the slight negative correlation
with the adjusted numbers. This
phenomenon can be seen in Figure
1. This suggests that recidivism tends
to happen sooner rather than later,
although as time goes on and more
detainees are released, there will still
be a slight increase. As the average
suggests, recidivism tends to happen
early in the release time-process. In
fact, all the recidivists did so within
the first nine years, with most being
on the lower end of the spectrum.
Thus, this negative correlation seems
to suggest that though recidivism

increases over time, there is a pattern
towards earlier recidivism. This
finding has the potential to inform
policymaking regarding the release
of detainees from Guantanamo
and similar holding facilities.
A monitoring or rehabilitation
program could be created to focus
on released terrorists in the years
that they would be most vulnerable
to recidivism. By targeting these
years, recidivism could hopefully
be prevented on the large scale. In
order to better target these years,
however, a more thorough statistical
study focused solely on terrorist
recidivism and time is necessary.
Hypothesis
D
was
contradicted by the statistical data,
but also offered contradictions
regarding time, as was seen in the
t-tests. Both models (unadjusted
and adjusted) were tested with
administration in a multivariate
regression. All tests showed a small
negative correlation, which given
the coding of the administration
variable with Bush as 1 and Obama
as 2, suggests that there is a negative
correlation between the Obama
administration and recidivism.
Since the years variable was tested
in a collinear manner, there should
not be any confounding issues
with years and administration.
Thus, it means that even though
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Obama’s detainees have had less
time to return to terrorism, they
are still less likely to do so than
Bush detainees. This is interesting
because although President Obama
was prophetically stuck with the
“worst of the worst,” and thus had
more high-risk detainees, but chose
to release many of them regardless,
his releases are not as likely to
return to terrorism. There are a few
things that could explain this. First,
the Obama administration may
have had superior policy decisions
when evaluating detainees. While
we cannot know all the details
of these choices because much
of the information surrounding
Guantanamo remains classified, this
is a possibility. It is also possible that
the length of stay in Guantanamo
deterred prisoners from returning to
terrorism for fear of being punished
again. This is a classic theory
behind criminology that suggests
that people do not commit crimes
because the cost of punishment
outweighs the benefit of the crime
(Akers 1990, 654). However, due
to the results of the testing of
Hypothesis E (to be discussed
later in this section), it seems like
the lower recidivism rate among
detainees released during Obama’s
presidency may be due to the
administration’s more limited use

of torture. Obama began releasing
detainees years after the torture
policies of the Bush administration
were cracked down on. Perhaps the
distance from torture is ultimately
what led to this decrease in
recidivism rates among individuals
released during Obama’s presidency.
It seems that detainees who were no
longer experiencing torture under
the Obama administration would
be less inclined to defy their captors.
Building off of the results
of the testing of Hypothesis D,
Hypothesis E suggests a positive
correlation between torture and
recidivism that is directly related
to defiance theory. There is a small
positive correlation between torture
and recidivism that is significant at
the 95% confidence level, meaning
that if a detainee is tortured he is
more likely to return to terrorism.
While the correlation is very small,
it is clear there is a connection
between torture and recidivism. In
terms of numbers, only 4 of the 55
recidivists were reported to have
been tortured. The WikiLeaks files
examine 11 of the 55 recidivists,
with only 4 of the 11 having explicit
mentions of torture. Here again,
the issue of classified documents
becomes problematic in there is no
way to look at the records on each
prisoner. Unfortunately, WikiLeaks
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is the only source for this and is
incomplete, with data limited to
those prisoners who were released
between 2002 and 2004. In the
coming years, hopefully more
information will become available.
Such an expansion of data will result
in stronger validity for the torture
results. As stated in the Literature
section of this paper, recidivism and
mistreatment are largely related to
defiance theory. This criminological
theory argues that prisoners are
likely to return to crime if they
perceive their detention as largely
unfair (Bouffard and Piquero 2008,
228). The now infamous torture
policies of the Bush administration
are seen by most Americans as
illegal and unjust, suggesting that
the detainees themselves would
likely see them as such. Therefore,
it is plausible that some detainees
who were mistreated or tortured
at Guantanamo during the Bush
administration decided to enact
revenge for their mistreatment and
as such chose to return to terrorism
against those they held culpable for
their mistreatment. Defiance theory
directly opposes the idea that all
prisoners are deterred by the fear of
being punished because they have
already been punished and are not
fearful of it, only angry about their
experiences. Since it is in direct

opposition to deterrence theory, it
suggests that deterrence is unlikely
the case in the administration
variable and is more related to
defiance theory. Though this is
obviously not the only reason why
terrorists may return to the fight,
the data suggests that it may be one
of many factors at play in recidivism.
Although torture is now considered
illegal in the United States, there
are still many proponents of it,
including highly visible members
of the Republican Party, who
view it as an effective means of
confronting terrorism (McCarthy
2016). Since they are clearly
unconvinced by ethical theories,
perhaps this pragmatic conclusion
will be convincing. Based on the
data, torture is an unwise policy
choice in combating terrorism, and
ought be removed from the dialogue
surrounding the prosecution of
terrorism.
Though many of the
variables proved to be inconclusive,
two important factors emerged
to suggest a failure in the policies
implemented during the initial
confinement of suspected terrorists
at Guantanamo. While recidivism
is a problem, and will likely grow
in the continuing years as the data
suggests, it seems that the worst has
already passed. Recidivism tends
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to happen early on after release,
and detainees who were released
by President Bush or were tortured
are more likely to return to the fight
against the United States.
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Reassessing Beijing’s
Carrot-and-Stick Policy
The Significance for Future Trilateral
Relations
By Kelly Abbinanti

BACKGROUND

One of the most complex relationships in the international arena

is the multifaceted US-China-Taiwan triangle. Historically, this relationship
has been known as an ambiguous, yet strategically important one. The island
of Taiwan was ceded to Japan after its victory in the first Sino-Japanese
War via the 1895 Treaty of Shimonoseki. After this, Japanese colonization
spurred economic growth until control was reverted to KMT China in 1945.
However, the 1949 Chinese Civil War between the Nationalist Party (KMT,
guomindang) and Chinese Communist Party (CCP, gongchandang) culminated
in the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) under Mao’s
Communist Party. As the CCP assumed control of Mainland China, Chiang
Kai-shek –the head of the KMT – and his government retreated to Taiwan.
Once established in Taiwan, the KMT obtained control of previously-owned
Japanese monopolies, nationalized 17% of Taiwan’s gross national product,
and implemented significant land reform on the island (Singh, 2010). 1979
was a historic turning point for US-China-Taiwan relations for two reasons.
First, the United States officially established normalization with the PRC,
switching recognition from the KMT to CCP government. Second, the
Taiwan Relations Act was enacted, authorizing de facto diplomatic relations
with “governing authorities on Taiwan” (Taiwan Relations Act Public Law,
1979).
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ASSESSING THE
CURRENT TRILATERAL
RELATIONSHIP
The
amity
of
the
Washington-Beijing-Taipei (WBT)
triangle rests on “maintaining the
status quo,” a tactic that has been
and continues to be effective, which
is seen by all sides as the best-case
scenario. The “status quo” is suboptimal, because each side can
interpret the conditions on either
side of the Taiwan Strait in terms
suitable to invested parties. This
“status quo” is one where no means
of reunification or independence
are to be pursued. Essentially,
maintaining the status quo means
‘don’t ask, don’t tell, and don’t
act in a manner that will incite
irreconcilable conflict and threaten a
member of the triangle’. The practice
of maintaining the status quo is
not sustainable in the long term,
especially if and when one player in
the triangular relationship decides
to skirt around the status quo for
strategic purposes. It is also worth
noting that third parties, typically
countries with an internationally
vested interest, have no incentive to
pick sides, because of both the high
opportunity cost of being involved
and the fear of policy dependence.
A majority of scholarly debate has
focused on the WBT triangle as a
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security triangle, but if refocused,
the US, China, and Taiwan may
be able to reassess the triangle in
“inclusive” terms. 2 The ability to
“re-think” the WBT triangle as an
inclusive one would pave the way for
a sustainable, favorable relationship,
and one where a Greater China
based on meta-constitutionality
would be more based on principles
of transparency (Womack & Hao,
2016).
While
Beijing’s
policy
and actions with regard to
Taiwan have shifted in the past
six decades, the turn of the 21st
century brought with it an evident
and modern policy strategy. This
strategy tactfully employs a dualpronged approach towards Taiwan,
colloquially referred to as the
“carrot-and-stick” policy (CSP).
Beijing induces Taiwan’s behavior
by employing “carrots” as incentives
or rewards, and “sticks” as references
to deterring or consequential
factors. A comprehensive analysis
of developments in cross-Strait
relations illustrate that there are
substantial carrots and sticks in the
economic, political, and military
aspects of relations. Beijing employs
the CSP approach as appeasement
in maintaining the status quo,
which has larger implications for
future trilateral relations. This paper

argues that the PRC’s carrot-andstick policy towards Taiwan is not
a viable long-term option and will
not lead future trilateral relations
into a mutually-assurance sphere.
CSP needs to be reassessed before
considering an inclusive triangle or
a meta- constitutional framework
for China and Taiwan.
CSP prompts behavior
through a combination of incentives
and deterrents. Therefore, CSP
does not represent long-term
solution because it does not induce
sustainable amity. Instead, CSP
inserts opaqueness, uncertainty,
and fear into the WBT trilateral
relationship. While the metaconstitutional framework refers to
the future of China and Taiwan,
it is important to remember that
the official role of the U.S. in the
relationship is a one of peaceful
resolution. While the U.S. certainly
has vested interests in the Pacific
region, Washington claims it does
not have a preference in terms
of Taiwan’s future, as long as the
agreement is reached mutually and
peacefully. 5 This paper is divided
into two parts: Part I examines
Beijing’s CSP in the economic,
political, and military echelons.
After each echelon, the US and
Taiwanese viewpoint and response is
assessed. It is imperative in bilateral
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and trilateral relationships to
examine the situation from all sides
and to account for all perspectives.
Part II assimilates the economic,
political, and military carrot and
stick aspects with other internal
and external factors. Furthermore, a
possible foundation for an inclusive
triangle and the predictability of
a meta-constitutional framework
are discussed. The paper concludes
with a discussion of limits, primarily
the uncertainty of the future
and implications for the PRC
characterizing Taiwan as an internal
affair.
PART I: ASSESSING
BEIJING'S CARROTAND-STICK POLICY AND
TRILATERAL VIEWPOINTS
Economic Echelon
Beijing’s economic branch
of CSP leans heavily on sweetening
carrots rather than wielding sticks.
Since the early 2000s, the USChina trade balance has shifted
with regard to Taiwan. In the 1980s,
41.7% of Taiwanese exports were
sold to the U.S. and a mere 8.5%
were sold to China. Contrarily, by
2002 China surpassed the U.S., as
Beijing’s share of exports shifted
to 31.2% (Wu, 2004). Taiwan’s
Bureau of Foreign Trade reported

that cross-Strait trading continued
to grow after this shift: total trade
from 2002 increased from 18.5%
to 76.6% by 2006, reaching USD
115.9 billion. This early relationship
was an economic carrot for Taiwan,
particularly because the island had
a trade surplus with Beijing that
rose 12.7% in 2006, an equivalent
of USD 62.5 billion (Taipei
Representative Office, 2007). While
Taiwanese exports--primarily
electrical
components,
plastic
products,
organic
chemicals,
synthetic fabrics, and textiles-constituted the largest trade shift,
Chinese-imported products also
increased, reaching a worth of
USD 26.7 billion by 2006 (Taipei
Representative
Office,
2007).
Additionally, Beijing has adopted
economic incentive policies to appeal
to entrepreneurial businessmen.
Between 2005 and 2007, Beijing
increased loans available for
Taiwanese businesses and farmers
(30 billion RMB in 2005, 30 and
80 billion RMB in 2006), and
increased produce exports in 2006
to favor an expansive Taiwanese
presence in the Mainland market
(Lin, 2008) (Appendix 1). In 2005,
the Mainland also opened its market
for reception of Taiwan fruits. By
2010, Taiwan’s export of agricultural
products to the PRC reached USD
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364 million, as over 6,100 Taiwanese
enterprises had invested USD 7.2
billion (Xinhua, 2010).
Because Beijing has assets
and holds strong economic interests
with regard to Taiwan, their
economic sticks involve prioritizing
Beijing’s interests over actual
restrictive policy. Beijing typically
exerts economic sticks through
the threat of economic sanctions
or restrictions, instead of actually
implementing or enforcing them.
Beijing’s economic sanctions are
“more bark than bite,” illustrating
that Beijing is a strong proponent of
employing unilateralism to advance
its economic interests (Reilly, 2013).
Because China and Taiwan have an
asymmetric but mutually beneficial
economic relationship, when China
does implement economic sticks
it prefers to “target individual
companies
through
economic
pressure,” as opposed to targeting
entire countries or industries (Reilly,
2013).
From
the
Taiwanese
viewpoint, the economic echelon
is indicative of what scholar
Shirley Lin has called Taiwan’s
China Dilemma: Taiwan “faces
a rare dilemma in that its most
important economic partner is also
an existential threat, politically and
economically” (Lin, 2016). From the

Taiwanese perspective, as it copes
with this impasse, it is important
for the international community to
recognize Taiwan as a significant
end in and of itself, not merely a
means to an end in Sino-American
relations. For instance, while Taiwan
may only be one-third the size
of Cuba, the Taiwanese economy
ranks 26th globally in GDP while
Cuba ranks 67th (Womack & Hao)
Taiwan’s Gross Domestic Product
purchasing power parity (PPP)
is over USD 1 trillion, has more
foreign exchange reserves than
South Korea, has a population great
than Australia’s at 23.3 million,
and is the US’ 10th largest trading
partner (Wang, 2015).
Lastly, it is important to
note that the Taiwanese people
do not whole-heartedly support
the 2010 Economic Cooperation
Framework Agreement (ECFA), a
preferential trade agreement aimed
at institutionalizing economic
cooperation in cross-Strait relations
(Chen, 2011). While success in
the early harvest initiatives was
demonstrated in January 2013--all
806 products listed on the ECFA
early harvest program realized
zero tariff--it is still early to assess
conclusive positive and negative
effects of the agreement. Subsequent
follow-up agreements have not been
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passed either (Womack & Hao,
2016).
From
the
Washington
perspective, the US is witnessing
a continual decline in US- Taiwan
trade and a steady rise of China’s
share of Taiwan’s trade (Rosier,
2016) (Appendix 2). By 2015,
Taiwan’s total trade with China
reached USD 86.7 billion (USD
53.9 billion exports and 32.7 billion
imports). US total trade was second
with USD 45.3 billion (25.9 billion
exports and 19.3 billion imports),
and Japan was third with USD 43.6
billion (Taiwan Bureau of Foreign
Trade, 2015). 6 The primary future
concern for the U.S. will be averting
the opportunity cost of possibly
constraining or impeding trade
relations with China or Taiwan,
its first and tenth largest trading
partners respectively (U.S. Census,
2015). 7
Political Measures
Historically, the PRC has
employed
significant
political
sticks towards Taiwan while
gradually sweetening the carrot.
Beijing has attempted to establish
a political groundwork for future
cross-Strait
negotiations,
and
has increasingly engaged with
Taiwanese politicians and officials.
The PRC has fluctuated from its

no-contact policy to a policy of
increased contact since Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) member
Chen Shui-bian was elected in
2000. 8 When the KMT resumed
control of Taiwan in 2008 with Ma
Ying-jeou’s victory, Hu Jintao met
with Taiwan’s vice-president elect
and other officials. Jintao and Yingjeou agreed that future negotiations
would be discussed under the 1992
Consensus, a policy by which both
sides recognize that there is only one
China while preserving different
interpretations as to what that
ambiguous statement represents
(Mo, 2008). Hu Jintao was a leading
official in extending political
carrots. In 2007 he extended the
offer of a peace agreement with
Taiwan: “On the basis of the oneChina principle, let us discuss a
formal end to the state of hostility
between the two sides and reach
a peace agreement” (Blanchard,
2007). Hu continued to act in a
pragmatic manner, meeting with
Vincent Siew (Ma’s vice-president)
in 2008 at the Bo’ao Forum for Asia
to discuss future consultation and
resolution (Womack & Hao, 2016).
This political tactic has continued
to the present day, as Taiwan’s
Mainland Affairs Council Minister
Wang visited the PRC in February
2014 to meet with officials. The Xi-
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Ma meeting in November 2015, a
largely symbolic but still historical
step in political diplomacy, is also
indicative of Beijing’s willingness to
discuss a compromise with Taiwan
in the future, or at least with the
KMT party (MAC, 2014) (Wang,
2015).
The two most significant
political sticks employed by Beijing
are the 2005 Anti- Secession Law
(ASL), and the larger attempt
to limit Taiwan’s pursuit of
international living space. Under
the premise that both the mainland
and Taiwan belong to one China,
the ASL stipulates that if Taiwanese
independence
forces
attempt
secession by any means, then China
“shall employ non-peaceful means
and other necessary measure to
protect China’s sovereignty and
territorial integrity” (Xinhua ASL
Full Text, 2005). This is viewed
as especially threatening because
Taiwan’s military power does not
match Beijing’s military power.
The ASL is significant because it
is official legislation that provides a
legal basis for preventing Taiwanese
independence (Womack & Hao,
2016). The less-blatant stick is
the PRC’s continued efforts to
limit Taiwan’s presence in global
organizations.
Coining
the
international integration concept

“international living space,” (ILS)
scholar Vincent Wei- cheng Wang
has highlighted the disparity
between Taiwan’s importance as a
global economic powerhouse and
its diminutive ILS. Since Beijing
fears that Taiwan acting as an
independent actor in the global
arena threatens PRC legitimacy,
the government “curtails Taiwan’s
possibilities to become a full-fledged
international actor” (Sigrid Winkler,
2011). When granted participation
in international organizations,
Taiwan is typically given “observer
status,” meaning Taiwan can provide
insight or receive benefits but
cannot audition for member roles or
recognition.
Taiwan’s view on the CSP’S
political aspect is a prime example
of how signals and interpretations
differ on the international stage. The
political carrot that Hu extended
to Taiwan regarding seeking a
peace treaty was not accepted by
Taiwan because it was not viewed
as a political carrot. The olive branch
was not attractive or receptive to
the Taiwanese people (especially
pan-Green) because it did not seem
genuinely peaceful. This difference in
interpretation is due not to “the lack
of a peace agreement but that China
is unwilling to give up the use of
force as an option”; for “by accepting
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a faux peace agreement, Taiwan
would endorse the ASL, which may
affect its ability to maneuver in the
international sphere” (Lai, 2007).
Essentially, Hu does not neglect the
ASL military option, but publicly
stresses other measures based on
“extra-military” means. From the
Taiwanese viewpoint, Hu’s peace
settlement was not based on peace,
and therefore it did not appeal to the
hearts and minds of the Taiwanese.
Lastly, it is important to
acknowledge that a newfound
Taiwanese identity has been
consolidated in Taiwan’s sociopolitical society, especially in the
younger generation. As this identity
continues to mature, Taiwan
moves further away from agreeing
to PRC policy based on Chinese
characteristics.
The U.S. viewpoint and
response to the trilateral political
situation is one of strategic
ambiguity. This tactic intentionally
introduces uncertainty with the
hope that the disputants’ lack of
information about U.S. intentions
will discourage both parties from
provoking each other. As a third
party with regard to the CSP, the
U.S. hopes to prevent aggression
by not sending signals that may
be misinterpreted. This strategy is
reflected in various policies aimed

at both China and Taiwan. In the
1972
Shanghai
Communiqué
between the US and China states,
“The United States acknowledges
that all Chinese on either side of
the Taiwan Strait maintain there is
but one China and that Taiwan is a
part of China” (DOS Office of the
Historian, 1972). As exhibited here,
the U.S. does not accept the position
that the PRC is the only China,
but they do not deny it either.
Consequently, both actors on either
side of the Taiwan Strait have their
own interpretations of the meaning
of the Communiqué. Additionally,
the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) of
1979 intentionally uses ambiguous
language regarding U.S. arm sales to
Taiwan. The TRA includes obscure
clauses such as, “the United States
will make available to Taiwan such
defense articles and defense services
in such quantity as may be necessary
to enable Taiwan to maintain a
sufficient self-defense capability”
(TRA Section 3.1, 1979) and “It
is the policy of the United States...
to provide Taiwan with arms of a
defensive character” (Section 2.2.4).
With no clear quantitative data
or an established timeline on U.S.
continuation or reduction of arms
sales, the U.S. position is enigmatic.
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Military Echelon
The last domain of PRC’s
carrot-and-stick policy towards
Taiwan
emphasizes
military
methods. Here, the stick carries more
historical weight, but the carrot is
the ideal approach. On the amicable
side, Beijing has emphasized the
utilization of “extra-military means”
as opposed to employing weaponry
in recent years. “Extra-military
means” is a soft-power approach that
emphasizes the use of non-military
fronts as the primary methodology.
Non-military fronts include the use
of “economic power of the state,
culture, media, legal, and diplomatic
means” to pursue goals, usually
accompanied by soft and strategic
deterrence (Guo, 2010)(Lenhart,
2008) (Lin, 2008). This modern
approach illustrates that the PRC is
attempting and willing to gradually
pursue reunification through a
peaceful, desirable outcome. If the
PRC can communicate this to
the Taiwanese under the correct
pretenses, it may be the start of a
transparent foundation for future
negotiations.
In strategic terms, Beijing is
prepared to employ military force
into the cross-Strait equation. Not
only is Beijing obligated under legal
means (ASL Policy) to apply nonpeaceful methods if necessary, but

the PRC’s military, the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA), is also
prepared to do so. In the past
decade, the PLA has increased its
defensive and offensive capabilities.
The number of PLA’s acquired
short-ranged
ballistic
missiles
(Dongfeng 11s and Dongfeng 15s)
increased in the past 10 years and
they have also been “deployed across
the Strait at the rate of 70 per year”
(Lin, 2008). The PRC has expressed
its military capability by threatening
to launch/ actually launching missile
tests in the Taiwan Strait. The Third
Taiwan Strait crisis of 1995-1996
is an exceptional model of utilizing
military sticks. In an attempt to
signal disapproval for Lee Teng-hui
and his foreign policy (shying away
from the One-China principle), the
PRC conducted a series of missile
tests in the Taiwan Strait. By
deploying a second series in early
1996, the PRC attempted to use
its vast military power to dissuade
voters in the 1996 Taiwanese
presidential election.
Taiwan’s view of the military
echelon focuses on its realistic scale
and capabilities. China ranks 3rd
in Global Firepower (GFP) while
Taiwan ranks 19th. 11 China’s
active military personnel totals 2.3
million (largest in the world), while
Taiwan’s is 300,000. Beijing’s annual
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defense budget is USD 155 billion
(second only to the US), whereas
Taiwan’s is USD 10 billion. Since
1958, Taiwan’s primary concern is
defensive capabilities as opposed
to offensive capabilities. While
U.S. strategic ambiguity begs the
question whether Washington
would come to Taiwan’s aid or not
if a military showdown were to
ensue, Taiwan has obtained most
of its defense capabilities through
harboring a strong relationship with
the U.S.
The U.S. is at a crossroads
with regard to military CSP. On one
hand, the U.S. has continued selling
arms to Taiwan despite agreeing to,
“gradually reduce sales over time, ”
which leaves Beijing apprehensive
and frustrated (DOS Office of the
Historian, 1982). Perhaps an effect
of domestic administration changes,
it is worth noting that the U.S.
arrangement of selling arms has
fluctuated in the past 15 years. In
2001, the U.S. used to schedule arm
sales to Taiwan every three to six
months. Contrarily, in the past four
years only one arms package has
been announced (as of December
2015). To clarify, this notable
shift in arms authorization does
not mean the U.S. is more or less
invested in Taiwanese defense, only
that the arm sales are less reliable

and predictable. For instance, the
Obama Administration approved a
single package in December 2015
totaling USD 1.83 billion, whereas
previous packages ranged from
USD 52 million to USD 5.3 billion.
The US publicly supports crossStrait military confidence-building
measures because of its longstanding stance that “the differences
between the two sides of the Strait
should be settled peacefully through
negotiations.” However, this recent
shift in irregularly bundling mass
packages leaves a sticker-shocked
Taiwan unable to effectively manage
and plan their own defensive
strategy (Glaser, 2010) (Easton,
2016).
Through the selling of
defensive arms to Taiwan, the U.S.
reaffirms its global commitment
to aiding democracies without
significantly
jeopardizing
its
relations with Beijing. In the future,
the U.S. will likely reassess costs
and benefits to America’s power
projection in the region. 12 While
the Western Pacific sphere is of
significant importance to the U.S.,
(ex., South China Sea and Malacca
Strait), a close examination of
military forces shows that China’s
“adversary systems” are land-based.
This is significant because the
U.S.’ Air-Sea-Battle tactic would
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involve preemptive strikes on the
Mainland (Womack, 2016). The
U.S. understands that a crisis in the
Taiwan Strait is a “lose-lose-lose,”
situation and therefore stresses a
peaceful resolution that is trilaterally
beneficial (Womack & Hao, 2016).
PART II: ANALYZING
FACTORS OF THE WBT
TRAINGLE AND A METACONSTITUTIONAL
FRAMEWORK
Beijing’s employment of
the carrot-and-stick policy serves
as its own version of trilateral
strategic appeasement. Coined as
“strategic ambiguity with Chinese
characteristics,” the CSP is similar
to Washington’s strategic ambiguity
in that it is a temporary, dualpronged approach implemented to
deter Taiwanese secession. However,
Chinese
strategic
ambiguity
differs from the U.S.’ version in
that Beijing hopes to administer
strategic appeasement by specifying
their approaches, while the U.S.
intentionally introduces uncertainty.
For
instance,
Beijing
has
unambiguously stipulated its longterm goals of reunification with
Taiwan and has publicly provided
two avenues (not necessarily
options--peaceful or non-peaceful)
of doing so. Contrarily, the U.S. has

not listed any long-term requests
except that the future outcome be
amicable and procedural by choice.
Additionally, Beijing’s version of
strategic ambiguity maneuvers
between engaging in rewards and
deterrents, whereas the U.S. does
not pursue methods which are
clearly rewarding or obstructive.
In looking to the future of
the WBT relationship and trilateral
policy, each actor in the triangle
needs to rethink the WBT security
triangle as an inclusive one. As
shown in the multiple echelons
of the CSP, this rethinking of the
triangle needs to extend beyond
valuing the positive incentives of
economic relations. Specifically,
an inclusive triangle acknowledges
that “mutual benefit is possible, and
individual benefit can be furthered
by negotiation” (Womack & Hao,
2016). In other words, an inclusive
relationship still means that each
actor has its own interests, but
those interests can be pursued and
not destructive to the other side. In
Rethinking the Triangle, Womack
explains that in security terms, the
inclusive triangle “assumes that
vulnerability can be reduced or
structured through negotiation”
(Womack
&
Hao,
2016).
Furthermore, an inclusive triangle
means increasing transparency of
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trilateral relations, meaning that
the intentions of each side are
made more distinct and that the
uncertainty of actions is reduced. 13
Reassessing Beijing’s carrotand-stick policy towards Taiwan
can reduce vulnerability and
opaqueness in the WBT triangle,
thereby contributing to the realistic
rethinking of an inclusive triangle.
Previously, CSP induced uncertainty
and mistrust into the trilateral
relationship
because
Beijing
attempted to induce Taiwanese
behavior by alternating rewarding
and deterring approaches. If Beijing
revises this CSP approach, all sides
of the triangle will think in terms of
inclusivity instead of security. This
pivot is significant for the future of
trilateral relations because it paves
the way for a sustainable, favorable
relationship. If acknowledgement
of an inclusive triangle is made
trilaterally, then a future metaconstitutional
framework
for
Greater China becomes more likely.
To be clear, a reassessment
of CSP is not the only factor in
acknowledging an inclusive WBT
triangle, nor is an inclusive triangle
the only factor in achieving metaconstitutionality.
Re-evaluating
CSP is an input to rethinking the
triangle, and an inclusive triangle is
an input to increasing the probability

of a future meta-constitutional
framework.
A future meta-constitutional
framework for Greater China is
more likely “if it is commonly visible
as a goal” (Womack, 2014). While
this paper does not attempt to
theorize the probability of a metaconstitution as a lasting outcome,
it does argue that the probability
increases if transparency in the WBT
relationship increases. 14 Since total
integration or total independence
are the two least-likely scenarios
for Taipei, conceptualizing a
meta-constitutional framework is
beneficial to the WBT relationship.
The terminology “meta-constitution”
is used because components,
references to actors of Greater
China, are already constitutional
bodies. A meta-constitution would
be an “axiomatic and systematic”
entity, working at the nexus of
inclusion and autonomy (Womack,
2014).
Lastly, to asses Washington’s
view of a meta-constitutional
resolution, the U.S. supports a
conclusion that is reached through
mutual and peaceful means. The U.S.
has listed its cross-Strait strategic
goals to include “maintain peace and
stability across the Strait,” “prevent
challenges to that peace,” and not
oppose or seek “to disrupt cross-
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Strait reconciliation, or even ultimate
unification” (Romberg, 2010).
According to this logic, if all sides
are able to rethink the WBT triangle
due to increased transparency and
decreased vulnerability, and a metaconstitutional structure for China
and Taiwan becomes mutually
agreed upon, the U.S. would abide
by this framework.
Discussion and Limits
The limits regarding the
reassessment of Beijing’s CSP
towards Taiwan are the uncertainty
of the PRC’s future view of Taiwan
as an “internal affair.” One limit
to assessing the probability of
future trilateral implications is the
unpredictability of the future. In
China, Greater China, and the World,
Womack correctly states that if there
is no acceptable goal, then clearly
there is no feasible way to reach it.
Acknowledging this evident but
crucial point, this paper considers
what the future may look like based
on a reassessment of the CSP and a
reconfiguration of the WBT security
triangle into an inclusive one. While
a limit of any international relations
piece is the inability to know future
outcomes with certainty, these
limitations do not necessarily signify
the improbability of a favorable
outcome.

By placing special emphasis
on the importance of decreasing
vulnerability
and
increasing
transparency for future amicable
trilateral relations, this paper
followed a chronological succession
of events. First, I evaluated the
explanation of the CSP at the
economic, political, and military
echelons and took into consideration
the Taiwanese and US viewpoint
and response. The next succession
was the ability for WBT actors to
think in terms of inclusivity after
illustrating the need for a CSP
reassessment, since it is a tactic that
induces behavior through distrustful
means and invites opaqueness
into the trilateral relationship. The
discussion concluded with future
predictions and considered the
probability of a meta-constitutional
framework. While many factors play
into this outcome, it explained that
acknowledgement of an inclusive
WBT triangle would be increase
the probability of a future metaconstitutional body for Greater
China.
The second limit relates to
how different international actors
categorize Taiwan. The U.S. formally
recognizes the Mainland PRC
as China, but also acknowledges
governing bodies on Taiwan. The
Chinese Government has reiterated

that the issue of Taiwan is “China’s
Internal Affair,” which is important
because of the domestic politics of
the PRC. The CCP has a policy
known as hubugansheneizheng,
or “non-interference in internal
affairs.” This policy emphasizes
that the Chinese do not allow any
foreign intervention in its internal
politics for fear of threatening party
legitimacy or being subjected to
unwanted outside influences. Even
if Taiwan currently has its own
political system and is outside the
Mainland, in Beijing’s eyes Taiwan
is not a separate, foreign affair. This
paper recognized that the PRC
and U.S. view Taiwan in different
terms, but discussed Taiwan as an
actor that has its own objectives and
actions separate from the PRC’S.
Although the WBT triangle is
clearly asymmetric, it is a triangle
nonetheless. Washington, Beijing,
and Taipei are three distinct actors.
CONCLUSION
This inquiry focused on
developing a better understanding
of the multifaceted trilateral
relationship between the United
States, Mainland China, and Taiwan.
It argued that the PRC’s carrotand-stick policy towards Taiwan
is not a viable long-term option
and will not lead future trilateral
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relations into a mutually-assurance
sphere dominated by an inclusive
WBT triangle. The CSP needs to be
refocused before one can realistically
consider the probability of WBT
actors to rethink the security triangle
or conceptualize the resolution
of a future meta-constitutional
framework for Greater China.
Since Beijing’s current CSP towards
Taiwan prompts behavior through
a combination of incentives and
deterrents, it induces vulnerability,
distrust, and opaqueness instead of
promoting sustainable amity. Part I
of this paper examines Beijing’s CSP
in economic, political, and military
echelons. After assessing various
examples of carrots and sticks, each
section illustrated how Taiwan and
the U.S. have historically responded
to or viewed Beijing’s measures. Part
II placed the CSP in comprehensive
terms, entering into a discussion
about the shift from a WBT
security triangle to an inclusive one
that emphasized transparency in the
trilateral relationship. Lastly, Part
II assessed the predictability of a
meta-constitutional framework for
future cross-Strait relations. The
possibility of meta-constitutionality
was discussed last, because it
would likely only be possible if the
relationship becomes less vulnerable
and increasingly transparent. While
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many external and internal factors
play into this meta-constitutionality
possibility, this paper focused on
how the reassessment of CSP and
the WBT triangle plays into the
larger framework of decreased
vulnerability
and
increased
transparency as a foundational
groundwork for future negotiations.
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International Criminal Law
The Problem of Serving Arrest Warrants
By Fiona McCarthy

ABSTRACT

M

ass atrocities across the globe in the twentieth century precipitated
the need for an international legal standard for arresting, charging, and
prosecuting individuals who commit crimes beyond the reach of a single
nation-state’s rule of law. These so-called “crimes against humanity” have
provided the unique opportunity for states to unite to fight for the common
cause of preventing and punishing such acts, but rhetoric continues to trump
actual international action over seven decades after the end of World War
II. This paper specifically focuses on the problem of serving international
arrest warrants, surveying the best and worst practices and briefly discussing
common recommendations; this issue, however, serves as a microcosm for the
broader problems of international cooperation. The “tragedy of the commons”
principle explains why states cannot collectively render justice to perpetrators
of atrocities despite universal condemnation.
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INTRODUCTION
The twentieth century saw
landmark advances in the creation
of an international legal system
through “rethinking fundamental
legal concepts and theories of
international law, its relation with
national laws, the connection
between law and the State, and
the very idea of responsibility,”
particularly in the aftermath of
the mass atrocities in World War I
and World War II. The Nuremberg
Trials in the wake of the latter
represented a controversial turning
point in international law, as the
victorious powers essentially made
the case for crimes against all of
humanity rather than just citizens
of a sovereign state, and that these
crimes necessitated a uniquely
international form of justice. While
the United Nations was formed in
part to help safeguard against similar
crimes in the future, and treaties like
the 1949 Geneva Convention were
ratified by most member states,
the divisive environment caused by
the Cold War hampered further
enthusiasm for international law and
order until the 1990s. The immediate
postwar period was characterized
by “extraordinary optimism about
the ability of international law to
prevent war [and] preserve peace”
and resulted in “the first major
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international criminal tribunals
since World War II,” most famously
in the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.
This renewed fervor, though deeply
damaged by the 9/11 attacks,
culminated
in
contemporary
international institutions of justice
such as the International Criminal
Court, enacted under the 1999 Rome
Statute, and interest in enhancing
previously created institutions such
as the International Court of Justice
and INTERPOL.
However, working towards
an international rule of law
undeniably implies that this idea is a
replacement for national rule of law
under some circumstances, which
has produced tension between states
and international bodies throughout
the twentieth century, most notably
with American reluctance to cede
any sort of judicial sovereignty over
its own citizens in international
treaties. While many problems
exist at different levels of the
criminal justice process, one of
the foremost issues occurs at
the very beginning: once the
international community decides
that a crime worthy of communal
justice has been committed by
an individual somewhere in the
world, who executes the arrest
warrant? Christine Chung, a former

prosecutor for the ICC, identifies
the international consensus on
bringing individual perpetrators
to justice, and signing treaties like
the Rome Statute, as the crucial
first step towards international
rule of law, but “ensuring that
[it] is enforced is the second, and
without the second the first is rather
meaningless.” In order to create a
viable, respected system, “people
[need to] understand that they can
be arrested and brought to the bar
of justice,” and thus, the question of
arrest warrant responsibility must be
answered before anything else. This
review seeks to examine existing
legal gaps in serving international
arrest warrants, look at the best
practices as well as most problematic
cases of the past two decades, and
identify the most common expert
recommendations towards fixing
this issue.

member states are required to
provide “mutual assistance with
regard to criminal proceedings
brought in respect to these grave
breaches” of the Convention, but
largely fails to specify the exact
protocols that should be undertaken
under suspected acts, including
who investigates the crimes, who
arrests the suspected criminals, the
consequences for a state unwilling
to do so, and merely sets broad terms
for extradition policies. Although
the Convention does not explicitly
specify an international body for
dealing with perpetrators, other
treaties such as the UN Genocide
Convention and the UN Apartheid
Convention both contain articles
regarding trying individuals “by
such international penal tribunal as
may have jurisdiction with respect
to those Contracting Parties which
shall accept its jurisdiction.” Again,
however, neither treaty specifies
agents to bring such individuals to
an international tribunal.
The most common and
universally
accepted
method
for arresting individuals for an
international court is through the
police forces of the state in which
the individual is present. This
approach has the advantage of
skirting the sovereignty-violation
issues that come with designating

LEGAL GAPS
The 1949 United Nations
Geneva Convention set much of the
existing precedent on international
justice, by establishing a “universal
jurisdiction in that those suspected of
being responsible for grave breaches
come under the jurisdiction of all
states parties, regardless of their
nationality.” Article 88 of Protocol
I of the Convention specifies that
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an international police force or
using an international body like
the UN to intervene, but crucially,
depends entirely on the willingness
and ability of the state to arrest
such individuals. In countries where
the crimes against humanity have
occurred, this can be problematic as
“the local government may well have
lost its law and order enforcement
abilities or is unwilling to prosecute
its perpetrators, who are often
still holding political positions
or military commands.” In these
cases, the Rome Statute specifies
that the ICC can bring charges
against individuals and begin an
investigation, with or without the
consent of the state, but there is
no adjoining agreement specifying
ways for that individual to be
extracted from the state and brought
to the court. Even when the state is
capable of administering justice and
possibly extraditing an individual,
they “may be disinclined to prosecute
enemy personnel because such legal
actions carry the risk of exposing
war crimes committed by the state’s
own personnel,” and “both political
and diplomatic considerations...
normally induce state authorities to
refrain from prosecuting foreigners.”
The United States has particularly
used its diplomatic leverage to
strong-arm countries into signing
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bilateral immunity agreements,
which would require those countries
not to turn over American citizens
to the ICC, although other countries
have used this tool as well.
Political concerns have been
particularly salient since the ICC
was formed and the campaign for
ending impunity began in earnest.
Many have criticized international
justice efforts for preventing
peaceful power transitions in conflict
states, such as the ICC indictments
against Joseph Kony in Uganda or
Muammar Gadhafi in Libya, as it
“tends to enhance their power and
remove incentives for capitulation
or a negotiated exit.” These critics
argue that the threat of arrest and
imprisonment actually makes it less
likely for leaders to end conflict,
and could result in the worsening of
crimes that institutions like the ICC
were specifically designed to stop.
Meanwhile, proponents tend to push
back by saying that an international
rule of law inherently depends on
the “primacy of international legal
order,” and this can only be achieved
by setting firm legal precedents.
Many member states have enacted
complementarity and cooperation
legislation to fix such legal gaps on
the domestic side of their countries,
but almost all of these countries
are developed nations where major

conflict, and the probability of
harboring international fugitives
worthy of ICC attention, is far less
likely. Thus, the crux of the problem
lies in the fact that the states where
war crimes, genocide, and crimes
against humanity are typically
occurring are also the least likely
to want or be able to use their own
force to carry out international arrest
warrants, and there is a significant
foundational international legal
gap in strong enforcement laws or
bodies.
The International Criminal
Police Organization, or INTERPOL, is often brought up as one
such enforcement body that
could possibly take on the role
of serving international warrants.
INTERPOL was created under a
League of Nations mandate in 1923
and currently has almost universal
membership with 188 member
states, and aims “to facilitate
cross-border police cooperation
and support, and to assist all
organizations, authorities, and
services whose mission is to prevent
or combat international crime” under
the 1956 Constitution. Although
INTERPOL has traditionally
operated under a neutrality rule
of accepting work “to the strict
exclusion of all matters having a
predominantly political, religious or
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racial character,” the organization
adopted a 2004 cooperation
agreement with regard to first the
International Criminal Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia, and then to
the ICC under the claim that war
crimes, genocide, and crimes against
humanity warranted a special
exception. Since that agreement has
come into effect, INTERPOL has
posted notices for arrests across the
world, coordinating with all of its 188
member states, for mostly military
criminals at the request of the ICC.
Additionally, INTERPOL typically
does not circulate information
on top-level officials in sovereign
nations under the principle of headof-state immunity, but has agreed
to do so at the request of the UN
Security Council, and, to a lesser
extent, the ICC; the organization
is highly concerned with preserving
its reputation of neutrality, and has
historically only created exceptions
to this rule when the support of the
international community is behind
them. This indicates that there may
need to be stronger, more unified
support for an international judicial
body like the ICC for INTERPOL
to become strengthened enough to
accept a broader enforcement role.
Finally,
INTERPOL,
while enjoying favorable and
respected status across the world,

chiefly operates as a coordinating
organization for national police
forces that voluntarily enter into
representative relationships with
them. In order to take on the job
of enforcing international arrest
warrants, INTERPOL would have
to consult with all of its member
states in a General Secretariat
meeting and reach a majority
vote. It is also likely that each case
referred to the organization would
have to go through a rigorous
neutrality assessment, making this
a lengthy and perhaps ineffective
long-term option for enforcement
without a serious remodeling of the
organization.
BEST PRACTICES
In order to address the
specific issue of carrying out
arrest warrants, “best practices”
are defined here as any successful
case of an accused individual being
brought to stand trial before an
international court. The outcomes
or current progress of each case,
while important for addressing
other problems of creating an
international rule of law, is beyond
the scope of this review.
There have been some
notable successes of war criminals
being indicted and then brought
before a court, such as in the ad hoc
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trials of the former Yugoslavia. The
International Criminal Tribunal
was set under order of the United
Nations Security Council in May
1993, and was given jurisdiction
over all war crimes perpetrated in
the former state since 1991. While
investigations began and the first
indictments were handed out in
1994, the issue of arrest warrants
would “handicap the Tribunal for
years, but was especially acute in
the early years.” National authorities
often refused to cooperate with
one another, and divisions within
the UN security council prevented
an authoritative override such as
the 1991 multilateral intervention
against Saddam Hussein in Iraq,
so the ICTY efforts were seriously
stalled until the 1999 NATO
intervention in Kosovo. Under
ICTY statutes, there was nothing to
specifically prohibit the court from
seeking help from multinational
military forces, and when NATO
started
delivering
low-level
criminals to the Hague, the ICTY
essentially modified the rules as they
went along to allow this, as NATO
was the only force in the region
capable of and willing to serve the
warrants.
NATO’s role as an arm
of international criminal law
enforcement in this situation was

unique, and represents the sole
time that a multinational military
organization has contributed to
the apprehension of criminals on
behalf on an international court.
Despite the many criticisms of the
intervention, it was undeniably
successful on this front; of the
126 ICTY indictments ultimately
handed down over the course of the
Balkan conflicts, only 10 individuals
remain free, and the former head of
state Slobodan Milosevic was even
successfully delivered to the Hague
at the behest of his own people
riding the wave of international
support for justice. While using
NATO as an enforcement arm is not
a sustainable solution to every major
world conflict, the case stands as a
successful example of a multinational
military/humanitarian intervention
successfully bringing individual
criminals to stand trial, which could
help in setting a legal precedent
for future multilateral or United
Nations interventions, perhaps into
currently debated places such as
Palestine or Syria.
The ICC has taken a slightly
different stance to cooperating
with military forces and other
intergovernmental organizations. By
the terms of the Rome Statute, the
Court “has no power whatsoever”
to oblige any international actors
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already on the ground within
a country where the accused is
present to “actively search and arrest
indicted persons,” but, similar to the
ICTY, there is nothing that prevents
the Court from asking them to help.
As a nascent organization, however,
the ICC has primarily relied on the
national forces of its member states
to both refer and arrest individuals
to bring them to the Court. To date,
the ICC has brought 14 individuals
to the Hague to stand trial, out of
the 30 total active indictments that
have been handed down since its
inception. Most of these successful
transfers were the result of member
party states using their own national
forces to execute the warrants,
feeding into criticisms that the
Court and other institutions like
that are limited by the will of
member states. However, the arrest
of Democratic Republic of Congo
rebel militia commander Bosco
Ntaganda, involved the cooperation
of a non-party state - the United
States. In March 2013, Ntaganda
fled enemy factions trying to kill
him in the DRC to Kigali, Rwanda,
and marched into the U.S. embassy
asking for an immediate transfer to
the Hague; when news broke out, the
U.S. almost immediately announced
its intentions to turn Ntaganda
over to the Court, surprising the

international community. This case
represents a watershed moment of
support from a major world power
at odds with the ICC.
PROBLEMATIC CASES
In 2009, the ICC indicted a
sitting head of state for the first time:
President Omar Al Bashir of Sudan
was officially wanted to stand trial
for war crimes relating to targeted
killings of the Fur, Masalit, and
Zaghawa ethnic groups residing in
Darfur from 2003 to 2008. Sudan is
not a member of the ICC, and thus,
while Al Bashir remained in his own
country, there was little the Court
could do to enforce the warrant. In
2010, however, Al Bashir traveled
to neighboring Chad, which is a
member state of the Court and was
thus bound by the Rome Statute to
arrest the President - needless to
say, as Al Bashir remains at large
as of December 2015, this did not
happen.
Chad undoubtedly had the
national forces in place to be able to
arrest Al Bashir, but what the state
lacked was the will. Chad and Sudan
had a long history of relatively minor
but consistent disputes, and the
relationship had taken a deeper hit
at the onset of the Darfur conflict;
the 2010 three-day summit meeting
was intended to be a step towards
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reconciliation. The African Union
had cited one of the most common
concerns surrounding indictments,
that the threat of punishment would
deter Al Bashir from submitting
to peace negotiations, and as such,
recommended to its member states
that the request for party state
cooperation and arrest should be
ignored. Facing a choice between
risking the sanctions of a regional,
more immediately politically relevant
organization that could cut off ties
to the tiny, impoverished nation,
and a still nebulous international
institution
with
half-hearted
support and almost zero power to
enact sanctions, it becomes clear
why Chad chose not to act. While
there were important efforts by the
European Union and top human
rights organizations like Amnesty
International and Human Rights
Watch, international support did
not fully rally around the decision,
especially as debates continued to
rage around the ICC itself, which, at
that time, had failed to complete a
single case. The Court reiterated the
legal binding of the Rome Statute to
Chad and then later to Kenya and
Djibouti, two other member states
that Al Bashir has since visited, and
referred the incidents to the UN
Security Council to “take whatever
action they deem appropriate.” To

date, particularly at the insistence of
Russia and China, coupled with the
reluctance of the United States, no
sanctions have been taken.
The case of Joseph Kony
paints a similar but slightly different
picture. Kony, the top commander of
the Ugandan rebel militia group the
Lord’s Resistance Army, was one of
the first individuals ever indicted
by the ICC after Uganda referred
the long-troubling case of crimes
against humanity to the Court.
However, Kony declared that he
would refuse to enter into any
serious peace negotiations unless
the ICC agreed to drop the charges
against him, a claim he modified in
2008 after completing a successful
peace negotiation with the Ugandan
government, but refused to sign it
because of the outstanding warrant.
Ugandan citizens themselves rallied
against the Court as an impediment
to the peace process, despite the
Court’s insistence that letting
the accused himself set the terms
for peace would be a huge loss
for long-term justice in Uganda.
Christine Chung, who was one of
the lead prosecutors on the case at
the time, later stated in 2015 with
Kony still free, that there was “no
lack of consensus that Joseph Kony
should be arrested...but there’s also
[still] no success in arresting him,”
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and called the case the hardest she
has ever taken on, domestically or
internationally. The case presents the
familiar peace process-impediment
argument, but also displays a
particularly troubling dilemma not
present in Al Bashir’s skirting of the
arrest. No one, in an entire state that
itself referred the case to the ICC,
has been willing or able to arrest
Kony, including times when he was
present for peace negotiations with
the very government that helped
file those charges. Al Bashir’s case
represents a foreseeable problem in
arresting individuals in a sovereign
state not legally bound to do, while
Kony represents the much more
institutionally troubling problem
of still not being able to bring an
individual to justice even entirely
within the legal bounds. Both
represent the salient issue of how
national politics can be manipulated
to impede international justice.
COMMON
RECOMMENDATIONS
From the study of these cases,
it seems that serving international
arrest warrants works best when
there is firm national support of
the individual’s own country to
bring that individual to justice even Milosevic, almost universally
condemned, could not be arrested

until the Serbians themselves gave
him up. Most experts recommend
strengthening the enforcement
abilities of international legal
institutions in order to counter
any national political manipulation
that a high-ranking official could
undertake, by making the threat of
defying the legal binding greater
than the threat of continued
violence. However, there are many
subdivisions within this belief. One
camp argues that the legal contracts
themselves, like the Rome Statute,
should be specifically amended to
close any loopholes that states or
other organizations could use to
defer arrest of a wanted individual on
their territory, such as the methods
the African Union used to stall the
Al Bashir case, citing Article 98 of
the Statute that claims immunity for
sitting heads of state. Another camp
argues that simply beefing up the
legal language will only give states
more to ignore, and international
courts should actually be empowered
to enter into contractual agreements
with regional military forces, such as
NATO or the African Union, that
can act on their behalf and arrest
individuals in military interventions.
Still others see the problem
on a broader scale, and argue that
achieving unified international
support for justice is the first step.
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Chung cites the possibility of
establishing an international police
force (or empowering existing
institutions like INTERPOL) as a
possible option, but also states that
she believes this “much, much less
likely” than working for “whatever
you can in terms of cooperation”
through international institutions.
Some scholars believe that getting
all of the major powers on the UN
Security Council is the right route,
but emphasize that though this
would also be a huge step towards
an overall goal of establishing the
primacy of international law, it will
be a long, uphill battle. A few point
to securing US support as a lessambitious but still significant goal.
They argue that capitulating to the
American proposal to have a veto
over any ICC actions, while running
the risk of impeding a select few
investigations and slowing down
the already-slow process, would
grant the Court the power of the
US military which could arrest
individuals worldwide, and could act
as a powerful deterrent.
All these recommendations
point to a broader struggle between
international law and national
sovereignty, and a nascent system
trying to bridge the legal gaps
between those two often at-odds
concepts. While delving into

recommendations regarding the
achievement of that much broader
goal is beyond the scope of this
paper, it is clear that this battle is
relevant to the more specific agenda
of enforcing international arrest
warrants. All recommendations need
to take into account the importance
of balancing these two concerns for
any progress to be made.
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The Worst Kept Secret in
Washington
American Dissent to Intervention in
Guatemala, 1954
By William Henagan
INTRODUCTION

Just two months into his first term, President Eisenhower sent his

brother Milton to study “the Communist condition” believed to be afflicting
several Latin American nations, particularly the Republic of Guatemala.
By June of 1953, the administration came to a consensus: Guatemala had
already “succumbed to Communist infiltration.” With the collaboration of
the State Department and the Central Intelligence Agency, the Eisenhower
Administration quickly assembled a strategy to overthrow Guatemala’s
democratically elected president, Jacobo Árbenz. The operation’s planning
phase took place discreetly during the summer of 1953. Brainstorming sessions
often included evening cocktails shared among President Eisenhower, the
Dulles brothers, and a few trusted aides. In what was code-named Project
PBSUCCESS, the President first authorized covert action in late August. The
C.I.A., led by the Dulles brothers, carried out the 2.7-million-dollar operation
over the course of the next 12 months. While covert, thinly veiled secrecy
best characterized the execution of Project PBSUCCESS, Journalist Evelyn
Irons, famous for her daring wartime coverage in Germany, reported seeing
“wads of dollar bills passed out by men who were unmistakably American”
in anti-Árbenz rebel camps across the Guatemalan border in Honduras.
However, intense bipartisan support within the American government for an
aggressive anti-communist agenda, combined with the shield of covert action,
prevented any hard evidence from surfacing publicly to stop the operation.
With extensive support from the United States government, former
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Guatemalan army officer Castillo
Armas and a force of 150 troops
with minimal combat experience
overthrew Guatemala’s democratic
government within one month.
On June 27, 1954, Jacobo
Árbenz announced his resignation
as President of Guatemala over the
radio. Unfortunately, the Central
Intelligence
Agency
partially
blocked the transmission, and most
of Árbenz’s supporters could not
listen to the following message:

world reactionaries that what the U.S.
Government says is untrue…
President
Árbenz
publicly
denounced American support for
the proxy force led by Armas, citing
attempts by the United States
government and the American
press to paint his agrarian reform
policies as evidence of Soviet
involvement in Guatemalan affairs.
Both contemporary intelligence and
historical evidence show that his
attempts to modernize Guatemala
came simply at the expense of U.S.
private interests, angering politically
connected companies like United
Fruit. Árbenz’s partially blocked
message serves as a microcosm
of the American government’s
broader attempts at informational
misdirection
throughout
the
crisis. Covert action enabled the
Eisenhower administration to
successfully obscure the truth
about the government’s role in
Guatemala from an uninformed
American public.
However,
informed observers, from onthe-ground reporters like Irons
to domestic American political
organizations, could clearly discern
the hand of U.S. foreign policy at
work. In Guatemala, a fledgling
Central
Intelligence
Agency
learned “clandestine” operations

The United Fruit Company and U.S.
monopolies, together with U.S. ruling
circles are responsible…. We all know
how cities have been bombed and
strafed, how women and children have
suffered. We know how representatives
of workers and peasants have been
murdered in occupied cities… These
were acts of vengeance by the United
Fruit Company. We are indignant
over the cowardly attacks by mercenary
U.S. fliers…. In the name of what do
they do these things? We all know what.
They have blamed their actions on the
pretext of Communism. The truth is
elsewhere -- in financial interests of
the United Fruit Company and other
U.S. firms that have invested much in
Guatemala. Time will show if what
they say is true…My Government
has been called Communist in nature.
We have used every means to convince
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only required a thin veil of secrecy
when coupled with the widespread
dissemination of misinformation.
Legislative support for covert
action also allowed the Eisenhower
administration nearly unrestricted
latitude to protect the interests of
the United Fruit Company and
enforce a modern iteration of the
Monroe Doctrine.
As
a
result,
furtive
action removed the decision
on intervention in Guatemala
from the court of public opinion.
Widespread domestic dissent would
have been politically problematic
for both Congress and President
Eisenhower during the uncertain
climate pervasive at the beginning
of the administration. Although
McCarthyism
had
whipped
huge segments of the American
populace into an anti-communist
frenzy, overt military action was
an unpopular alternative. Further,
clear dissent to intervention from
both ends of the political spectrum
throughout the Guatemalan crisis
indicated
conspicuous
action
might create a broader coalition of
domestic groups that disapproved
of the Administration’s actions.
The obvious, though unconfirmed,
evidence of American involvement
in Guatemala drew ire not only from
far left organizations like the Socialist
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Worker’s Party and the Communist
Party U.S.A. but also from
Conservative isolationists within
the Republican Party. Nevertheless,
in the tense Cold-War environment,
strong bipartisan support for
extreme anti-communist policies
allowed American involvement in
Guatemala to remain the worst kept
secret in Washington. Covert action
provided Eisenhower and the Dulles
brothers the pretense of plausible
deniability on the international
stage and ensured a docile, ignorant
American public. If domestic dissent
during the Guatemalan crisis had
expanded beyond fringe political
groups, perhaps public opinion
could have prevented America’s
informal imperialism throughout
Latin America during the second
half of the twentieth century, since
Guatemala served as the impetus
for a string of ill-informed covert
operations from the Bay of Pigs
landing to the Iran-Contra affair.
STATE CONTROLLED
COVERAGE
Executives from the United
Fruit Company and top officials
in the Eisenhower Administration
characterized Guatemala as a
“banana republic” under the control
of the Soviets. This potent invocation
of communism and racially charged

rhetoric ensured the Eisenhower
Administration won support, or
at least silence, from Washington
insiders in both the legislative branch
and mainstream publications like
The New York Times. Despite limited
evidence of a Communist presence
in the country, The Washington
Post, The New York Times, and the
Philadelphia Inquirer all argued
the United States must stop the
Soviet Union from “solidifying a
beachhead” in Guatemala during
the spring of 1954. The Eisenhower
administration maintained firm
control over coverage of the events
in Guatemala throughout Project
PBSUCCESS. Neither the Post nor
the Inquirer mentioned the Central
Intelligence Agency in a single
publication during June of 1954, yet
both papers had openly encouraged
the Eisenhower Administration to
fully utilize the agency’s operational
capacity throughout the spring of
1954. Among other factors, this
inconsistency in reporting allowed
politically active observers to
infer the true nature of the events
unfolding in Guatemala.
On June 20, 1954, New York
Times correspondent James Reston
published a piece entitled “With
the Dulles Brothers in Darkest
Guatemala.” As C.I.A.-backed
troops lead by Colonel Armas

advanced on the Guatemalan capital,
Reston’s Sunday editorial implied
the agency’s direct involvement
in the conflict. Reston suggested
that while international pressure
prevented Secretary of State Foster
Dulles from “starting a revolution”,
his brother Allen, serving as the
Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency, was “a much more active
man.” Lavishing praise on both
Dulles brothers, the piece fit neatly
into the rest of the season’s headlines,
lauding the advance of Armas’ “antired invasion” in Guatemala.
During the week of June
21, 1954, the Times moved its
Mexico-based
correspondent,
Sydney Gruson, out of Guatemala
at the request of Allen Dulles,
and according to C.I.A. internal
historian David Barrett, just a few
days after publishing his original
piece, Reston’s new coverage
willingly ignored the Agency’s
role in the coup. Over the next
month, the paper’s official story fell
into lockstep with the American
government’s narrative on the
crisis. The Administration and
most major media outlets cheered
Armas and his supporters as free
Guatemaltecos fighting against the
yoke of communism. Throughout
the rest of June, The New York Times
did not have a single correspondent
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on the ground in Guatemala. The
paper’s appallingly biased coverage
reflected the Administration’s, and
in particular the Dulles brothers’,
control over the published narrative
of events in Guatemala. In spite
of this state-sponsored influence,
Reston’s original piece briefly
acknowledged the role of the C.I.A.
in Guatemala. This small slip in
media conformity helped confirm
the suspicions of politically active
individuals following the events
domestically. In an open letter to the
Times, entitled “The Guatemalan
Crisis”, pacifist Hans Blumenfeld
blasted Reston and the paper for
inconsistent reporting.
Hans Blumenfeld was born
in 1892 in Hamburg, Germany.
After losing his brother in the First
World War, he became a vocal
pacifist. Originally a member of
the Communist Party in Germany,
Blumenfeld moved to Russia
during the 1930’s to assist Stalin’s
government in executing the First
Five Year Plan. Eventually expelled
from the Communist Party for
his pacifist political beliefs, and an
unwillingness to tolerate corruption,
he immigrated to the United States
in order to escape the Great Purge.
After leaving Russia, he dedicated
himself to pacifism, and just before
the Second World War, Blumenfeld
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became an American citizen. In
his letter to The New York Times in
June of 1954, he attacked the use of
proxies to fight political struggles in
Guatemala.
While Blumenfeld may
have lacked certain details, he
clearly understood the United
States’ position in Guatemala.
Unaffiliated with a major domestic
political network, Blumenfeld
demonstrated that a careful observer
could easily discern the truth of
the events surrounding Armas’
coup. In his letter, Blumenfeld
warns the public about the
dangers of allowing Ambassador
John Peurifoy to antagonize the
Guatemalan government. Peurifoy,
a notorious State Department
bully, had infamously suggested to
the indignant Árbenz government,
“There are American planes
everywhere in the world,” in response
to his outrage over the transparent,
C.I.A.-run air support for Armas’
efforts. In addition to expressing his
disapproval of the events transpiring
in Guatemala, Blumenfield directly
challenged The New York Times at
the end of his letter. He wrote, “Will
your great paper set patriotism
above conformity and help to put
our country right in Guatemala?”
Blumenfeld saw behind the curtain
of the inconsistent, deceptive media

coverage.
Blumenfeld would go on
to write hundreds of letters to the
press over the course of his life. His
degree of political participation
was certainly atypical, but his
dissent symbolically represented
the weakened, isolated American
peace movement of the 1950s.
While support for anti-communist
efforts and the Korean War crushed
the
movement’s
momentum
immediately following the Second
World War, two million Americans
still signed the Stockholm Peace
Appeal (define what this is?)
circulated by W.E.B. Dubois
between 1950 and 1953. The
exercise in imperialism taking place
in Guatemala could have rallied
millions to the pacifist cause, but
the protests of individuals like Hans
Blumenfeld were lost in the noise
of major media outlets conforming
to the political agenda of the
Eisenhower Administration.
On the other hand, some
major news sources like The Nation
offered balanced coverage of the
United Nations’ response to events
in Guatemala. By July of 1954,
Nation reporters like Bernard Rosen
began to criticize the United States
government’s attempts to prevent
the United Nations’ Security
Council from peacefully resolving
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the crisis. Rosen wrote, “Guatemala
was merely another victim of the
West’s anti-communist crusade.”
Unable to control coverage of such
a public forum, anti-communist
zealots resorted to vilifying The
Nation for simply reporting the
facts. During June of 1954, The
Nation responded to this criticism
by publishing a highly controversial
essay by novelist and critic Waldo
Frank. Entitled “Anti-Communist
Peril: Rediscovering Our Roots”, the
article called the McCarthy hearings
a “wrestling match of ignorance”
and attacked the glorification of
American values and institutions as
not just exceptional, but flawless. In
his critique, Waldo expressed that
these anti-communist crusaders
acted “as if American values and
institutions were immaculate, and
we were threatened exclusively by
villains taking orders from Moscow.”
The Nation’s editors commended
Frank directly for framing the debate
on aggressive anti-communism as
“the fragmentation of the liberal
movement in America.” However,
articles like Waldo’s questioning
the moral superiority of the United
States helped redouble efforts
to keep liberal publications like
The Nation off library shelves and
out of classrooms in towns like
Brooksville, Florida. According to

Nation reporting, during February
of 1954, “a complaint was also filed
with the F.B.I.” by the principal
at the local public school in
Brooksville regarding the corrosive
content of The Nation and other
liberal publications. In Brooksville
and communities across the country,
library associations and schools
moved to label materials such as
The Nation, The New Republic, and
any book on the Soviet Union as
“communistic.” This criticism helped
ensure the imperialist reality in
Guatemala remained on the fringe
of public awareness, as mainstream
Americans shied away from leftleaning publications.
Despite these affronts to
The Nation’s journalistic integrity,
the publication continued to
offer balanced coverage of the
Guatemalan crisis. The controversy
in the United Nations marked
a dangerous moment for the
Eisenhower Administration, as the
forum could have easily exposed
the Administration’s actions to
the entire American public. When
the
Guatemalan
government
demanded to bring its complaints
before the U.N. Security Council,
the American Ambassador to the
United Nations, Henry Cabot
Lodge, fought to spin the crisis as a
civil war. Classifying the American-
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backed coup d’état as an internal
struggle would have demoted the
complaint to the less public, and
more importantly less symbolic,
chambers of the Organization of
the American States, where the
Eisenhower Administration could
easily exert more influence. By 1954,
United Nations’ hearings had also
become a forum for former colonies
to challenge imperialism. If the U.N.
Security Council heard Guatemala’s
complaints, observers could draw
uncomfortable
comparisons
between the United States and the
former British Empire. In a savvy
political move, the Guatemalan
delegation refused to present its
case to the OAS forcing the issue
into the U.N. chambers. In his
speech before the Security Council,
the Guatemalan representative
Eduardo Castillo-Arriolla named
the United States and the United
Fruit Company as instigators in the
crisis.
The Nation covered all these
proceedings and further debates on a
ceasefire resolution, even as libraries
across the country continued to
pull the publication from their
shelves. Painted as a product of
the extreme left, The Nation’s
reporting could not compete with
the New York Times coverage of
the U.N. resolution. While J.A.

del Vayo of The Nation discussed
American attempts to wage war on
“Guatemala’s progressive regime”
off the battlefield, The New York
Times supported the Eisenhower
Administration’s calls to move the
proceedings to the oas and failed to
cover the proceedings at the U.N.
The Times also directed the public’s
attention away from the substance of
the Guatemalan complaints towards
the presence of a Russian seat on
the U.N. Security Council. The
noise of the anti-communist agenda
drowned out honest reporting,
making it nearly impossible for
Americans outside the circles of
political activism to hear accusations
of American intervention in
Guatemala. Del Vayo also reported
an alarming increase in the number
of “outstanding liberal journalists”
advocating for a “get tough policy”
in Guatemala, deeply at odds with
their typical journalistic viewpoint.
After the conclusion of the crisis,
but before direct American
involvement in Guatemala became
widely publicized, Daniel Graham
wrote in a late-1955 edition of The
Nation: “Deep down everyone in
Guatemala knows that communism
was not the issue.
Feudalism
was the issue, and those who
profited from feudalism won.” His
reference to feudalism alludes to
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the archaic system of Guatemalan
property rights that advantaged
the United Fruit Company. Most
importantly, the presence of
dissent from a slightly left-ofcenter publication like The Nation
indicated that balanced reporting
could have created an unfavorable
political climate and prevented the
Eisenhower Administration from
destroying Guatemala’s fledgling
democracy. The anti-communist
establishment in the American
government worked avidly with the
media to discredit the truth.
THE UNITED NATIONS AND
THE COMMUNIST PARTY
U.S.A.
Beyond publications from
pacifists and left-leaning reporters,
organized political groups like the
Communist Party of the United
States of America actively protested
American support for the coup in
Guatemala. During the late 1940s,
the CPUSA’s membership peaked
at around 85,000 active constituents,
but after backing several failed
third-party candidates, the party’s
political relevance succumbed to
the harsh anti-communist climate
of the early 1950s. McCarthyism
successfully invalidated any action
or position by the organization in
the eyes of the American public,

regardless of the group’s intentions
or rationale. During June of 1954,
the CPUSA’s highly public protests
outside the United Nations in
response to American intervention
in Guatemala illustrated the
irrelevance of information when
espoused from the extremes of the
political spectrum.
After the United Nations
Security Council agreed to sign a
ceasefire resolution, Ambassador
Lodge sabatoged enforcement of
the order. The Communist Party
U.S.A. mobilized to protest the
Ambassador’s actions, and several
hundred Americans peacefully
demonstrated outside the United
Nations for several days. Its bold
signage indicated the CPUSA ’s
awareness of U.S. backing for the
Armas led invasion force. Phrases
like “STOP AID to Invaders” and
“Mr. Lodge BACK UP Your Cease
Fire Vote” covered the posters
of the pro-peace demonstrators
(Exhibit 1). These signs illustrated
the CPUSA’s understanding of
U.S. invovlement in Guatemala,
despite the shroud of secrecy over
the C.I.A.’s actions on the ground.
Additionally, the protest indicated
that thousands of Americans were
aware and disaproved covert action in
Guatemala. This remarkable display
of poiltical particpation had little
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to no effect on public perception of
the Guatemalan crisis in America;
the Party’s unfortunately toxic
reputation ensured these realatively
moderate protests fell on deaf ears.
By August of 1954, the Red Scare
reached a zenith, and the persistent
fear-mongering from the political
right led Congress to pass the mostly
symbolic Communist Control
Act. The legislation declared, “The
Communist Party of the United
States is in fact a conspiracy to
overthrow the United States
Government.” Although written
in fairly ambiguous language, the
Communist Control Act demanded
the domestic Communist Party be
outlawed.
This bombastic language
helped invalidate any foreign
policy position the party assumed.
Despite hundreds of well-dressed
Americans peacefully protesting and
disseminating truthful information
on the events transpiring in
Guatemala, reactionary language
from the poltical establishment
prevented the wider American
public from noticing. Regardless
of how many protests the CPUSA
organized, more Americans would
read the yellow journalism in one
edition of a major publication
like Harper’s Weekly than would
ever intellectually engage with

the Communist Party’s platform.
References to “Red Jacobo” in
the American press simply ended
conversations on the conflict
before they began. This uniform
invalidation of the political relevance
of center-left positions allowed the
U.S. government to exercise informal
imperialism during the Guatemalan
coup, leaving them virtually
unchecked. For the CPUSA,
publically protesting American aid
for the coup in Guatemala may
have helped ensure the Eisenhower
Adminsitration’s agenda remained
a secret. Beyond coverage from the
Worker, the CPUSA ’s internal
publication, the only American
body keeping track of the CPUSA
’s position on the Guatemalan crisis
appeared to have been the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
THE SOCIALIST WORKER'S
PARTY
In addition to the CPUSA,
the radical Socialist Worker’s
Party also noticed the American
intervention
in
Guatemala.
Although the organization’s limited
membership prevented it from
protesting in the streets, the party
used its publication, The Militant, to
express its general dissent regarding
the Eisenhower Administration’s
actions in Latin America. The SWP
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consisted of a fusion of anti-capitalist
and anti-Stalinist intellectuals.
Through The Militant, SWP writers
and cartoonists demonstrated an
impressive grasp of the events
unfolding in Guatemala, despite
a total lack of inside information.
Best illustrated by Laura Slobe’s
cartoons, the SWP attempted to
expose Armas’ American-backed
force as an agent of U.S. imperialism
under the influence of the United
Fruit Company.
Laura Slobe was the most
important female member of the
Socialist Worker’s Party during
the 1950s. After her training at
the Art Institute of Chicago, she
grew attracted to Trotskyism while
working for the Works Progress
Administration during the early
1940s. Besides working as a
professional artist, Slobe served
as a branch organizer for the
SWP during the early 1940s. The
Militant published her first attempt
at cartooning in 1944, and the
magazine subsequently ran one of
her cartoons every week afterwards
until her death in 1958. Slobe
eventually served as the publication’s
staff artist, printing her cartoons
under the party name “Laura
Gray.” Although her professional
art career languished in obscurity,
Slobe’s impressive sketches became

pulse-like indicators of the SWP’s
stance on various issues. Trotskyist
publications across the world
frequently used her cartoons in their
own pamphlets and magazines.
Slobe’s
cartoons
eventually
became famous for their accurate
characterizations
of
political
personalities. After her death in 1958,
SWP leader Art Preis hyperbolically
referred to Slobe as “the greatest
political and social cartoonist of our
generation.” Her work in June of
1954 mocking the Dulles Brothers,
Armas, Eisenhower, and United
Fruit during the crisis in Guatemala
proved no different.
In a series of cartoons,
Slobe captured the Socialist
Workers Party’s indignation over
the influence of the United Fruit
Company on American foreign
policy in Guatemala. Her first
cartoon depicted United Fruit
summoning the military force
of U.S. imperialism by accusing
Guatemala of “threating our
country!” Guatemala, represented
by a small, ill-equipped indigenous
farmer, stands at the end of an
American tank driven by a robber
baron-esque executive of the
United Fruit Company. Next to the
insignificant figure of the native
Guatemalan, a sign reading “Theives
keep out!” hangs from a banana tree.
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The nuance of Slobe’s work shows
a deep level of awareness of the
situation unfolding in Guatemala;
she not only makes connections
between
“covert”
American
intervention and the United Fruit
Company, but also mocks the
company for falsely invoking the
specter of Soviet influence to protect
its interests. This cartoon (Exhibit
2) demonstrated that hundreds of
American members of the Socialist
Workers Party knew Guatemala
posed no threat to U.S. national
security, since the country was not
in fact under Soviet influence.
In her second piece (Exhibit
3), Slobe sketched President
Eisenhower and Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles marching over
Guatemala under the flag of the
United Fruit Company. Armas,
characterized as the drummer boy,
rounds out the trio, each dressed
in clothing from the American
Revolutionary War. With Dulles
playing the fife and “Spirit of ‘54”
scrawled across the top of the
cartoon, Slobe brilliantly compares
the events in Guatemala to an illfated plan to unite the American
colonies in 1754. Characterizing
Guatemala as an American colony
during the U.N. Security Council
hearings should have sparked
outrage from the American public,

but despite her immense talent,
Slobe’s work reached very few
Americans
outside
Trotskyist
circles. The SWP’s standard target
audience—plant workers and hourly
wage earners—typically remained
disengaged from foreign affairs.
Slobe’s work represented another
medium of dissent to intervention in
Guatemala beyond protests or public
letters that should have caught the
attention of the American public.
Although likely too radical for
even left leaning liberal papers like
The Nation, publishing her work in
The Militant doomed the reach of
her work’s message. Covert action
made Slobe’s cartoons appear like
conspiratorial slander rather than
measured political commentary.
The Socialist Workers Party
occupied a true extreme on the
political left. Originally formed
by Leon Trotsky to spread a purer
doctrine of worker-led communism,
the party militantly opposed
the spread of Soviet-backed
international communism. The
SWP recognized the progressive
Arbenz government was not a Soviet
puppet. Although typically opposed
to most of the CPUSA’s Moscowapproved foreign policy positions,
the SWP found common ground
with CPUSA. The two parties struck
an agreement on the Guatemalan
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crisis, illustrating a strong degree
of solidarity from the American
political left on this issue. These two
normally adversarial organizations
shared both a common disdain for
the destruction of a democratically
elected government and a desire for
international peace. The presence
of multi-party dissent to American
intervention
in
Guatemala
illustrated that a substantive
portion of the informed American
public disagreed with support for
the coup. Regrettably, the Red
Scare ostracized the intellectual
opinion of the political left during
the early 1950s. Like the pacifists
and the coverage from The Nation,
McCarthyism never allowed the
SWP or the CPUSA’s dissent to
enter the political arena, much less
the court of public opinion.
REPUBLICAN
ISOLATIONISTS
The
shunned
political
left formed a vocal backbone of
unfettered criticism on the crisis
in Guatemala, but dissent from
the opposite end of the political
spectrum provided the strongest
evidence for potential widespread
disagreement on the Eisenhower
Administration’s actions in Latin
America. While leftist organizations
fought to pressure the political

elite from the outside, an aging
isolationist strain of the Republican
Party worked against interventionist
policy from within the government.
The dogmatic, centralized strain
of the American anti-communist
agenda
also
criticized
this
Conservative group of Republicans,
but unlike their far-left counterparts,
isolationists held powerful positions
in the Senate and could launch
realistic bids for re-election. Despite
serious political influence, the use
of covert action allowed the vast
majority of Republicans to sign off
on aggressive foreign policy without
fear of political reprisal. Only the
most principled of isolationists,
or
more
accurately
“noninterventionists,” refused to bend to
the political tide of anti-communist
fear mongering. This core of mostly
older Republicans bore attacks as
“apologists” for Moscow. In reality,
Republican isolationists simply lived
through two bloody global conflicts,
and they represented a wing of
the GOP calling for peaceful
engagement with the world. This
extremely conservative strain of the
Republican Party ironically found
itself more ideologically aligned with
radical leftist political organizations
like the SWP and the CPUSA than
its own party or the Democrats
sided with the government’s role in
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Guatemala.
From the early 1940s
until his death in 1953, Robert
Alphonso Taft carried the mantle of
Republican “non-interventionists”
in the United States Senate. As the
son of former President William
Howard Taft, his supporters
nicknamed the Senator from Ohio
“Mr. Republican.” Taft attempted
to win the Republican nomination
for president three times during his
career; his last attempt came in 1952,
just a year before his death. Like
most isolationists, Taft believed in
limited military spending and in his
book A Foreign Policy for Americans,
published in 1951, he warned with
near prophetic accuracy that “an
aggressive foreign policy would lead
to the curtailment of civil liberties.”
His anti-war rhetoric in the text
also made an appeal to labor eerily
similar to his counterparts on the
extreme left. He wrote, “We cannot
adopt a foreign policy which gives
away all of our people’s earnings or
imposes such a tremendous burden
on the individual American as, in
effect, to destroy his incentive and
his ability to increase production
and productivity and his standard
of living.” Although Taft never
lived to protest the Eisenhower
Administration’s
policies
in
Guatemala, his non-interventionist

perspective heavily influenced his
ideological successor, William
Langer. Langer was born in 1886
near Casselton, North Dakota. Like
Taft, Langer experienced two world
wars during his adult political life.
After serving as Governor of North
Dakota, he won a seat in the Senate
in 1940. Considered one of the last
of the true isolationists, Langer
championed the cause of peaceful
non-intervention throughout the
1950s until his death in November
of 1959.
Although
electable
Republicans like Langer and Taft
were rare during the mid-1950s,
many Conservative Republicans still
worried that supporting imperialist
intervention would anger an older
contingent of their constituency
that made up the former isolationist
base. Since any perspective other
than aggressive anti-communism
was also political suicide during
the era, covert action offered a
convenient solution for many
Conservative Republicans. Central
Intelligence Agency records indicate
that the majority of the legislative
branch knew about operation
PBSUCCESS, and many of the
legislators with “no knowledge” of
events in Latin America worked
intentionally to keep themselves in
the dark. This plausible deniability
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enabled near complete bipartisan
support in both the House and
the Senate for forceful ColdWar policy. Additionally, the
relatively inexpensive nature of
covert operations mollified any
Republicans with concerns about
run-away military spending.
In June of 1954, Congress
unofficially voted in favor of covert
action in Guatemala. Senator,
and future American President,
Lyndon B. Johnson authored a
resolution officially as a reaction
to the Guatemalan arms deal with
Czechoslovakia. Johnson further
declared that Soviet support for
Guatemala’s request to have the
U.N. Security Council, rather
than the OAS, handle the coup
constituted “open flagrant notice
that the Communists are reserving
the power to penetrate the Western
Hemisphere by any means.” Since
declassified C.I.A. documents
demonstrate most of Congress
knew about U.S. covert backing for
Armas, the bill was an unofficial
vote of support for the Eisenhower
Administration’s covert operations.
The
uncompromising
language of the Johnson resolution
asserted that Soviet meddling
in Guatemala was “an open
declaration of the aggressive designs
of international communism.”

Representatives in the House
responded with an equally aggressive
tone. Democrat Jack Brooks of
Texas spoke strongly in favor of
the bill: "A Communist-dominated
government in Guatemala is only
700 miles from Texas--only 960
miles, or a few hours' bomber time,
from the refiners, the chemical
plants, and the homes of my own
Second District in Texas. The
Monroe Doctrine is still a vital,
living force. But it needs restatement
in light of modern conditions."
Blatant fear mongering, like Brooks’
calculation of bomber flight times,
led congressmen and officials
across the government to praise
Johnson for his leadership. The near
unanimous passage of the resolution
essentially gave the Dulles brothers
a carte blanche to continue covert
actions in Guatemala and beyond.
After
passing
with
unanimous support in the House
of Representatives, only William
Langer cast a dissenting vote
in the Senate. In a passionate
speech Langer declared, “I am as
much opposed to international
Communism as any other member
of this House.” And, in a shot at the
virulent political climate, he chided
his peers saying, “I trust that there are
sufficient remains of an atmosphere
of reason in this country so that
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Senators can disagree without being
called Communists.” Langer went
on to attack the Johnson Resolution
not with an isolationist argument,
but by making a case in favor of the
sovereignty of all nations. Standing
on the moral high ground, he
attacked the influence of the United
Fruit Company in Guatemala.
Langer also alluded to the C.I.A.
involvement in Armas’ success on
the ground. No senator replied
to Langer’s speech on the floor
of the Senate, and the resolution
passed. While Langer’s powerful
words caused a stir in Washington,
his position on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
and his previous briefing on the
C.I.A.’s involvement in the crisis
prevented him from more publicly
attacking American intervention in
Guatemala. In The Washington Post’s
article on the resolution, reporter
Robert Albright only mentioned
Langer’s “lone negative” in a single
sentence. In a bizarre contradiction,
indicating
the
Eisenhower
Administration’s influence over the
media, Albright also noted in his
coverage that the Senator “did not
explain his vote,” blatantly ignoring
the fiery speech Langer presented
on the floor.
After Langer’s speech in
the Senate, correspondence flooded

his office from educated moderates
across the country praising him
for his temperance in the face of
anti-communist hysteria. Despite
the Post’s coverage, other news
organizations reported on Langer’s
speech after its publication in the
congressional record. A doctor in
Maryland, a judge in New Jersey,
and a businessman from Illinois all
wrote to the North Dakota Senator
praising him for his speech. One
woman from Chicago wrote in
her letter to Langer, “Today’s press
and radio reported the reasons you
gave for casting the only vote in
both houses against the Guatemala
resolution. We believe this will go
down in history as one of the wisest
votes ever cast in the Senate.” This
surge in support for moderation
from a broad range of geographies
indicated a stronger contingent of
the uninformed American public
would have supported Langer’s
stance on intervention in Guatemala
had the truth been made publicly
available.
Langer’s
conscience
prevented him from supporting
a factually inaccurate resolution.
Statements from the Johnson
resolution like, “whereas in the
recent past there has come to light
strong evidence for intervention by
the Soviet Communists in the State
of Guatemala,” would eventually
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prove baseless, but without the veil
of covert action, many Americans
would have joined Langer in his
dissent. Cold-war fear pushed many
Americans to take stronger stances
against the Soviet specter without
adequate information. However,
support for Langer’s resilience
indicated
bipartisan
support
beyond just the extreme ends of
the political spectrum existed for a
policy of non-intervention not only
in Guatemala but also in all Latin
American nations presumed to
be “Communist threats.” Langer’s
stance exposed the political limits
of support for aggressive anticommunist foreign policy; America
could not claim to be the guardian
of freedom and democracy while
exercising imperialist control over
Latin America. Fortunately, for the
Eisenhower Administration and
congressional hawks, covert action
provided a neat solution to these
limits and ensured limited protest
from the American public.
CONCLUSION
Domestic dissent to the
Central
Intelligence
Agency’s
“covert” action in Guatemala came
in a variety forms. Although very few
groups outside the U.S. government
understood the full extent of
American support for Armas’ coup,

many politically engaged Americans
pieced together enough of the
unpleasant reality to disagree with
the Dulles brothers’ antics. Whether
through public protests, cartoons,
letters to the press, or speeches,
well-reasoned, bipartisan objections
to the Eisenhower Administration’s
exercise in imperialism failed to bring
the issue to the forefront of public
debate. While the worst kept secret
in Washington may have leaked out
to a cadre of active observers, the
political climate of McCarthyism
prevented the ideological left from
serving as real, effective political
watchdogs. The existence of dissent
to intervention in Guatemala from
both ends of the political spectrum
indicated covert action—not an
ideological regression—prevented
the general American public from
voicing legitimate concerns on the
issue.
Beyond
covert
action,
informational misdirection from
major press organizations and
a suppressive political climate
prevented a larger portion of the
American population from either
expressing or forming its views on
intervention in Guatemala. Because
the covert nature of the Eisenhower
Administration’s foreign policy
removed U.S.-Latin American
relations from public debate,
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lawmakers fell out of touch with
their constituents on foreign policy
issues. In essence, the use of covert
action beyond intelligence gathering
was fundamentally undemocratic.
While majority dissent
would have been out of the
question, Mr. Langer’s voice should
not have rung alone in the halls
of congress, and Laura Slobe’s
cartoons should have been printed
in major news outlets, rather
than relegated to The Militant’s
limited domestic circulation. The
United Fruit Company and the
Dulles brothers’ disregard for
national sovereignty should have
angered a stronger contingent of
the American public, especially
since the Árbenz government in
Guatemala was indisputably not
a Communist regime. Despite
petitions from Communists across
Latin America, the Soviet Union
refused to provide support for the
Árbenz administration. The Soviets
considered Guatemala a progressive
“bourgeois-democracy”
rather
than a committed member of the
Communist bloc. If Americans
knew their tax-dollars supported the
destruction of a fledgling democracy,
dissent would have expanded beyond
the CPUSA, the SWP, and the
Republican isolationists to include
Americans interested in preserving

democratic principles rather than
the private investment of politically
connected corporations.
The coup in Guatemala
was a watershed moment for U.S.Latin American relations, since
Guatemala was the first real test of
a C.I.A.-led covert action in Latin
America. Deemed a success by both
the Eisenhower Administration
and the C.I.A., the United States
quickly swapped its former Good
Neighbor Policy for a hardline anticommunist approach. If domestic
dissent had dampened the success
of the intervention in Guatemala,
American public opinion could have
prevented decades of secret human
rights violations committed in the
name of the Cold War.
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